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Abstract:  
One of the difficulties statistical machine translation (SMT) systems face are 
differences in word order. When translating from a language with rather fixed 
SVO word order, such as English, to a language where the preferred word order 
is dramatically different (such as the SOV order of Urdu, Hindi, Korean, ...), the 
system has to learn long-distance reordering of the words. Higher degree of 
freedom of the word order of the target language is usually accompanied by 
higher morphological diversity, i.e. word affixes have to be generated based on 
the fixed word order in the source sentence. 
The goal of the thesis is to explore the two mentioned (and possibly other 
related) classes of problems in practice, and to implement and evaluate 
techniques expected to help the SMT system to solve them. This includes: 
1. Selecting a language pair with word order differences and collecting parallel 
data for the pair. 
2. Training an existing SMT system on the data.  
3. Evaluating the performance of the system and analyzing the errors it does. 
Estimating how much the accuracy of translation is affected by the problems 
mentioned above, and possibly what are the other types of error causes that 
dominate the output.  
4. Implementing preprocessing and/or other techniques aimed at minimizing 
the found classes of errors. Evaluating their impact. 
 
Keywords: Statistical Machine Translation, syntactic word order differences, 
rich morphological languages, parallel corpus 
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1 Introduction 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence 
devoted to the study of computerized approach to analyze, generate and 
represent the human language1. The representation of human language is 
defined on certain levels of linguistic analysis for achieving the human-
like processing. From linguistic point of view, these levels of 
dependencies are: morphology, syntax, semantic and pragmatic (Jurafsky, 
et al., 2000).  Each level in NLP is highly ambiguous2 when it comes to 
computationally model the language. Thus, the goal of NLP is to 
accomplish unambiguous human-like language processing. To achieve this 
goal we need to build computer systems that can translate the text from 
one language into another, answers the queries about the content of the 
text and is able to draw inferences from the text.  
For several decades dating back to the late 1940s, NLP has been one of the 
most active areas of research. Machine Translation (MT) was the first 
computer-based application developed under the field of NLP. The task of 
an MT system is to translate the text or speech from one language into 
text or speech in another language. There are many approaches to MT 
that are roughly classified in two paradigms: Rule-based and Data-driven. 
In a classical rule-base system deep analysis of linguistic phenomenon of 
the given language pair is performed. Rule-base systems usually consist of 
a set of transformation rules written by human expert and an MT engine, 
where linguistic knowledge is represented through that set of rules. Rule-
based system involves three phases: analysis, transfer, and generation. 
Source sentence is analyzed using parsers and/or morphological tools, 
gets transformed into intermediate representation using the transfer 
rules, and then target language sentence is generated from the 
intermediate representation. 
In the Data-driven approach large text corpora are used to develop the 
approximated generalized models of linguistic phenomena based on the 
actual examples of these phenomena that are provided by the text 
corpora without adding any significant linguistic or world knowledge. The 
data driven approach has the advantage over the possibility of using the 
                                                        
1 http://www.pcai.com/web/ai_info/natural_lang_proc.html 
2 http://www.site.uottawa.ca/tanka/files/complexities.html 
Chapter 
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same system for translating any pair of languages for which enough 
training data is available. The further classification of the data driven 
approach is made between the example-based approach, where the basic 
idea is to do translation by analogy and the statistical approach. In 
statistical approach, Bayes decision rule and statistical decision theory 
are used to minimize the number of errors to get the best translation from 
source language to target language. 
The Statistical approach has several advantages over the other translation 
schemes. Often the relationships between linguistic objects such as words, 
phrases or grammatical structures are difficult to model but, in statistical 
translation systems these dependencies can be automatically learnt from 
the training data. As model parameters are learnt from training data, 
adding more and more data into the system makes it better. 
Among the different approaches to Machine Translation described above, 
our main focus in this study is Statistical Machine Translation3 (SMT). This 
thesis primarily focuses on English to Urdu Statistical Machine 
Translation System. The selection of this language pair is due to the 
linguistic characteristics each language hold related to our task. The goal 
of this study is to achieve the improvement in translation quality for the 
given language pair by using the linguistic knowledge of either source or 
target or both languages. 
The rest of the chapter continues with the English and Urdu languages 
specification together with the morphological and syntactic differences in 
both languages. Then we give the brief overview of statistical machine 
translation systems and the recent work in the field of English to Urdu 
SMT. After introducing the issues in modeling the selected language pair 
and the architecture of SMT systems, we define our goals for this study. 
1.1 Source and Target Language Features 
As we already mentioned above, for this study we have selected English 
as the source and Urdu as the target language for the translation purpose. 
English is read and written from left-to-right whereas Urdu is read and 
written from right-to-left. Both languages differ in morphological and 
syntactic features; English has a relatively simple inflectional system, only 
nouns, verbs and sometimes adjectives can be inflected, and the number 
of possible inflectional affixes is quite small (Jurafsky, et al., 2000). Urdu 
on the other hand is highly inflectional and rich in morphology. In Urdu 
verbs and adjectives are inflected according to gender, number and 
person of the head noun and noun phrases inflect according to their 
gender, number and case.  
English is a fixed word-order language and follows the S-V-O (Subject-
Verb-Object) structure; whereas Urdu is a free word-order language and 
                                                        
3 http://www.statmt.org/ 
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allows many possible word orderings but, the most common sentence 
structure used by the native speakers is S-O-V. The other major difference 
is the existence of prepositional part-of-speech in English whereas Urdu 
noun and verbs are followed by postpositions. Both languages are 
linguistically different from each other and thus translation between both 
languages is not very straight forward. 
For the readers who are not familiar with the Urdu language we provide 
the basic Urdu alphabetical set in Table ‎1.1 with the Unicode values and 
IPAs (International Phonetic Alphabet).  Figure ‎1.1 shows the 
representation of each cell in Table ‎1.1. Alphabets are positioned 
vertically from top left corner. 
ا (ɑ) 
0627 
ج  (s) 
062B 
ر (d) 
062F 
ض (z) 
0632 
ػ (z) 
0636 
ـ  (f) 
0641 
م (m) 
0645 
ء  (I) 
0621 
ب (b) 
0628 
خ (ʤ) 
062C 
ز (ɖ) 
0688 
ط (ʒ) 
0698 
ؼ (ṱ) 
0637 
ف (q) 
0642 
ن  (n) 
0646 
ی  (j) 
06CC 
ة (p) 
067E 
ح (ʧ) 
0686 
س  (z) 
0630 
ظ  (s) 
0633 
ؽ  (z) 
0638 
ق  (k) 
06A9 
ى  (v) 
0648 
ے (e) 
06D2 
ت  (ṱ) 
062A 
د (h) 
062D 
ش  (r) 
0631 
ع  (ʃ) 
0634 
ؾ  (Ɂ) 
0639 
ك  (g) 
06AF 
ي  (h) 
06C1 
 
ث  (ʈ) 
0679 
ذ   (x) 
062E 
ص  (ɽ) 
0691 
غ (s) 
0635 
ؿ  (ɣ) 
063A 
ل  (l) 
0644 
ھ  (h) 
06BE 
 
 
Table ‎1.1: Urdu Alphabet Chart with IPA and Unicode 
We also provide the small example of English and Urdu parallel sentence 
pair with the Word-to-Word gloss in Example ‎1.1. 
Example ‎1.1: 
English Sentence: Do you understand English and Urdu? 
Urdu Translation:  ؟ ےو یہ ےےتھ جمن  ى
ُ
رش
ُ
ا شىا یس
ی
یرگنا ةآ ا
ی
یک 
Transliteration: ? samjhte heñ urdū aor angrezī āp kyā 
Gloss:                           ? understand Urdu and English you do 
ب (b) 
0628 
IPA 
Unicode 
Shape 
Figure ‎1.1: Cell representation of Table ‎1.1 
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1.2 Overview of Statistical Machine Translation System 
Statistical machine translation system is one of the applications of Noisy 
Channel Model introduced by (Shannon, 1948) using the information 
theory. The goal of the probabilistic noisy channel model can be 
summarized as: 
What is the most likely sentence out of all sentences in the 
language E given some input in foreign Language F? 
As illustrated in Figure ‎1.2, the setup the noisy channel model of a 
statistical machine translation system for translating from Language F to 
Language E works like this: The channel receives the input sentence e of 
Language E from source, transforms it into a sentence f of language F and 
sends the sentence f to a decoder. The decoder then determines the 
sentence 𝑒 of language E that f is most likely to have arisen from and 
which is not necessarily identical to e.  
 
 
 
Thus, for translation from language F to language E, statistical machine 
translation system requires three major components. A component for 
computing probabilities to generate sentence e, another component for 
computing translation probabilities of sentence f given e, and finally, a 
component for searching among possible foreign sentences f for the one 
that gives the maximum value for 𝑃 𝑓 𝑒 𝑃(𝑒).  
Note: In this introductory chapter notion 𝑃(. ) is used to show general 
probability distribution with almost no specific assumption, while 𝑝(. ) is 
used for model-based probability distribution. 
Let’s treat each sentence as composition of string of words. Assume that a 
sentence f of language F, represented as 𝑓1
𝐽 = 𝑓1, … , 𝑓𝑗 , … , 𝑓𝐽 , is translated 
into a sentence e of language E, and represented as 𝑒1
𝐼 = 𝑒1, … , 𝑒𝑖 , … , 𝑒𝐼 . 
Then, the probability, 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 𝑓1
𝐽 ) assigned to a pair of sentences  𝑓1
𝐽 , 𝑒1
𝐼 , is 
interpreted as the probability that a decoder will produce the output 
sentence 𝑒1
𝐼  given the source sentence 𝑓1
𝐽 .  
 𝑒 1
𝐼  =  argmax
𝑒1
𝐼
 { 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 𝑓1
𝐽 )} 
 
‎1.1 
Figure ‎1.2: The noisy channel model of statistical machine translation 
system. 
𝑃(𝑒) 
Source 
𝑃(𝑒|𝑓) 
Channel 
argmax𝑒 𝑃(𝑒|𝑓) 
Decoder 𝑒 𝑓 𝑒 
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Equation ‎1.1 is also known as Bayes Decision Rule. For translating 
sentence 𝑓1
𝐽 into sentence 𝑒1
𝐼 , we need to compute 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 𝑓1
𝐽 ). For any given 
probability 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥), it can be further broken down using Bayes’ theorem.  
 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 𝑓1
𝐽 )  =  
 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) .  𝑃(𝑒1
𝐼)
𝑃(𝑓1
𝐽 )
 
 
‎1.2 
 
Since we are maximizing over all possible sentences for the given 
sentence  𝑓1
𝐽 , Equation ‎1.2 will be calculated for each sentence in 
Language E. But 𝑃(𝑓1
𝐽 ) doesn’t change for each sentence. So we can omit 
the denominator 𝑃(𝑓1
𝐽 ) from the Equation ‎1.2. 
 𝑒 1
𝐼   =  argmax
𝑒1
𝐼
 { 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) .  𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 } 
 
‎1.3 
 
Now consider the first term in Equation ‎1.3,  𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) likelihood of 
translation (𝑓, 𝑒) is called Translation Model and the second term 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼  
the prior probability is called Language Model.  
1.2.1 Language Model 
A Language Model (LM) is a probability distribution over the possible 
strings (which we can represent either as 𝑤1 …  𝑤𝑛   𝑜𝑟  𝑤1
𝑛  ) of a language 
that attempts to reflect how frequently a string of words 𝑤1
𝑛 , occurs as a 
sentence. Depending on the language, a Language Model can be defined 
over sequences (word or Part-of-Speech sequences) or over structures 
(utterance-tree pairs). In this section we describe the n-gram language 
model over sequence of words. Where, in n-gram model the task of 
predicting the next word can be stated as attempting to estimate the 
probability function P (Manning, et al., 1999). 
 𝑃 𝑤𝑛  𝑤1 ,…  , 𝑤𝑛−1  
 
‎1.4 
 
If we consider each word occurring at a specific position in a sequence of 
string is an independent event then the probability over sequence of 
words is 𝑃 (𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑛−1, 𝑤𝑛) or 𝑃(𝑤1
𝑛) (Jurafsky, et al., 2000). Using 
the chain rule of probability we can decompose this probability: 
 
𝑃 𝑤1
𝑛    =   𝑃 𝑤1  .  𝑃 𝑤2 𝑤1  . 𝑃 𝑤3 𝑤1
2 …  𝑃 𝑤𝑛  𝑤1
𝑛−1  
 
=   𝑃 𝑤𝑖 𝑤1
𝑖−1 
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
 
‎1.5 
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Hence, the probability of word sequence is calculated by conditioning the 
next word on the history seen so far. But for instance, to compute the 
probability of a word 𝑤𝑛  given a long sequence of preceding words is not 
a trivial task. To solve this problem model is usually approximated by 
applying Markov assumption. According to Markov assumption only the 
prior local context, consisting of last few words, affects the next word. 
Thus, in Markov models the probability of the next word depends only on 
the previous k words in the word sequence. In general, an N-gram is an 
(𝑁 − 1)𝑡𝑕 order Markov Model. For instance, Markov model with k = 1 is 
called bigram model because it depends on one previous word only: 
 𝑃 𝑤1
𝑛  ≈  𝑃 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖−1 
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
 
‎1.6 
 
We need a large monolingual training corpus of flat sentences to train 
language model. In order to build the bigram language model the 
probability 𝑃 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖−1  can simply be estimated by counting the 
frequencies of the event  𝑤𝑖−1 , 𝑤𝑖 . This technique of probability 
estimation is called the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE), shown in 
Equation ‎1.7.  
𝑃 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑖−1    =  
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑤𝑖−1 , 𝑤𝑖)
 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑤𝑖−1 , 𝑤)𝑤
   =   
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 (𝑤𝑖−1 , 𝑤𝑖)
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑤𝑖−1)
 ‎1.7 
But the MLE is in general unsuitable for statistical inference in NLP. The 
problem is the sparseness of our data. The MLE assigns a zero probability 
to unseen events, and since the probability of a long string is generally 
computed by multiplying the probabilities of subparts, these zeros will 
propagate and give us bad (zero probability) estimates for the probability 
of sentences when we just happened not to see certain n-grams in the 
training text (Manning, et al., 1999). To overcome this problem a 
technique called smoothing is used. Smoothing works by decreasing the 
probability of previously seen events, and assigns the leftover probability 
mass to previously unseen events. There are number of smoothing 
methods available, like adding 1 to the counts, Good Turning estimates, 
smoothing using general linear interpolation etc.  (Chen, et al., 
1998)presents detailed discussion on different smoothing algorithms. 
Although training the lower order language model causes loss of 
information because of limited history, even then usually uni-, bi-, or 
trigram language models are used. Actually, training the high order 
language model again reveals the data sparseness problem. Still, existence 
of a language model is very crucial in SMT, it helps in selecting the fluent 
translation for the given source sentence. 
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1.2.2 Translation Model 
For translating the string translation probability 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) (in Equation 
‎1.2), different translation models schemes have developed in the field of 
SMT till date, based on encountered language dependent issues. The most 
well known translation schemes are: word-base translation, phrase-based 
translation, and tree-based translation.  
Single-Word-based Translation Models 
The basic idea of single-word based approach is to segment the given 
source sentence into words, then translate each word and finally compose 
the target sentence from word translations.   The key issue in modeling 
the string translation probability is to identify the correspondence 
between the words of the source sentence and the words of the target 
sentence. Let’s assume all word pairs (𝑓𝑗 , 𝑒𝑖) of the given sentence (𝑓1
𝐽 ;  𝑒1
𝐼) 
that have sort of pairwise dependence, the models describing these type 
of dependencies are known as Alignment Models.  
Word Alignments 
There are two general approaches to word alignments: statistical models 
and heuristics models. In this section we briefly discuss the basic 
statistical alignment model. 
To model the translation probability 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼), word alignment 
𝑎1
𝐽 ∶=  𝑎1 …𝑎𝑗 …𝑎𝐽   is introduced in the translation model as the hidden 
variable, which describes the mapping from source position j to a target 
position 𝑎𝑗 . The relationship between alignment model and translation 
models is given by: 
 
𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼)  =    𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽 ,𝑎1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼)
𝑎1
𝐽
 
 
‎1.8 
There are different decompositions of the probability distribution 
𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽
, 𝑎1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) based on the statistical models. Here we are discussing the 
basic alignment model (Zens, et al., 2002) decomposition approach. By 
applying the chain rule, model is further factorized as: 
 
𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) =   𝑃 𝑎1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼)    𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑎1
𝐽 , 𝑒1
𝐼)
𝑎1
𝐽
 
 
‎1.9 
 =  𝑃 𝐽 𝑒1
𝐼)     [𝑝 𝑎𝑗  𝑎𝑗−1, 𝐼, 𝐽 . 𝑝 𝑓𝑗  𝑒𝑎𝑗  ]
𝐽
𝑗=1𝑎1
𝐽
  
‎1.10 
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Here, we have the following probability distributions: 
𝑃 𝐽 𝑒1
𝐼) = the sentence length distribution, which is included in the 
formula for completeness but can be omitted without any loss 
of performance. 
𝑝 𝑓 𝑒  =  the lexicon probability. 
𝑝 𝑎𝑗  𝑎𝑗−1, 𝐼, 𝐽  = the alignment probability. 
In Equation ‎1.10, 𝑎𝑗  is the position in 𝑒1
𝐼  that 𝑓𝑗  is aligned with; 𝑒𝑎𝑗  is the 
word in 𝑒1
𝐼  with that 𝑓𝑗  is aligned. The basic idea of the formula showed in 
Equation ‎1.10 is J times summing over all possible alignments of source 
sentence to target sentence. The meaning of 𝑎𝑗 = 0 for position 𝑎𝑗  is null 
alignment of word in source sentence at position j with any word in target 
sentence that means it has no obvious translation. According to the 
formula explained in Equation ‎1.10, each target word can be mapped on 
more than one word in source sentence but many-to-one alignment from 
source to target is not allowed. During word alignment word reordering 
can also be performed.  
 
In Example ‎1.2 (Federico, 2009) we can see the word alignment in an 
Italian-to-English sentence pair. In this example we see the possible 
alignments explained earlier: null alignment of word “di” from source to 
target, many-to-one alignment and also word reordering induced by 
alignments.  
To compute the probability of the alignment (dalla serata di domani 
sofflerà un fredo vento orientale | NULL(3) since(1) tomorrow(4) 
evening(2) an(6) eastern(9) chilly(7) wind(8) will blow(5)), we multiply 
the 9 (length of source sentence) translation probabilities. The probability 
of this alignment is calculated as: 
P(dalla|since) * P(serata|evening) * P(di|NULL) * P(domani|tomorrow) * 
P(sofflerà|blow) * P(un|an) * P(fredo|chilly) * P(vento|wind) * 
P(orientale|eastern) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 dalla serata di domani sofflerà un fredo vento orientale 
 
 
 
 
NULL since tomorrow evening an eastern chilly wind will blow 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 
Example ‎1.2: 
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There are various ways to model the translation probability. The most 
popular statistical translation models are IBM-1 to IBM-5 (Brown, et al., 
1993) and Hidden-Markov alignment model (HMM). These models are 
discussed in detail in (Och, et al., 2000). These models differ in translation 
models but the lexicon probability 𝑝(𝑓|𝑒) is based on single words in both 
source and target languages. Brief introduction of all these models is as 
follows: 
 In IBM-1 uniform distribution, 𝑝(𝑖│𝑗, 𝐼, 𝐽)  =  1/(𝐼 + 1), is used 
i.e. all alignments have same probability. 
 IBM-2 adds the absolute reordering model. It is based on zero-
order alignment model 𝑝 𝑎𝑗  𝑗, 𝐼, 𝐽  where different alignment 
positions are independent from each other. 
 The HMM models use the first-order model where to reduce 
the number of parameters, the dependence on J is ignored and 
distribution 𝑝 𝑎𝑗  𝑎𝑗−1, 𝐼  is used instead of 𝑝 𝑎𝑗  𝑎𝑗−1, 𝐼, 𝐽 . In 
this distribution 𝑎𝑗  depends on the previous alignment 𝑎𝑗−1. 
 In IBM-3, we have an (inverted) zero-order alignment model 
𝑝 𝑗 𝑎𝑗 , 𝐼, 𝐽  with an additional fertility model 𝑝 𝛷 𝑒 which 
describes the number of words 𝛷 aligned to an English (target) 
word e (Zens, 2008). 
 IBM-4 adds the relative reordering model. It is based on 
(inverted) first-order alignment 𝑝 𝑗 𝑗′ , 𝐼, 𝐽  and fertility model 
𝑝 𝛷 𝑒   (Zens, 2008). 
 IBM models have some serious draw-backs. These models don’t 
allow many-to-one alignment mapping from source to target, 
i.e. target word can be aligned with at most one foreign word. 
To resolve this issue some transformations can be applied; 
Parallel corpus aligns in both directions and word alignment 
from source to target and target to source are generated. The 
union of both directional alignment points provides high-recall 
alignment with additional alignment points whereas taking the 
intersection of both alignments gives the high-precision 
alignment with high-confidence alignment points. 
Phrase-Based Translation Models 
The main disadvantage of the word-based translation systems over 
phrase-based translation (PBT) models is that in single-word based 
(SWB) approach contextual information is not taken into account. In 
languages, many linguistic phenomena have more than single-word 
dependencies. “For many words, the translation depends heavily on the 
surrounding words. In the SWB translation, this disambiguation is done 
completely by the language model. Often the language model is not 
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capable of doing this. An example is shown in Example ‎1.3” (Zens, et al., 
2002). 
Example ‎1.3: 
Source: Was halten Sie vom Hotel Gewandhaus? 
Target: What do you think about the hotel Gewandhaus? 
SWB: What do you from the hotel Gewandhaus? 
PBT: What do you think of hotel Gewandhaus? 
 
The translation from German to English in Example ‎1.3 shows the 
influence of neighboring words on the translation.  In languages, 
translation of compound words, literal translations and many other 
phenomena are problematic for single-word alignment. In PBT many-to-
many translations can be learned and also huge training data helps in 
learning longer phrases and results in better translation. PBT also 
supports translation of non-compositional phrases i.e. phrases whose 
meaning is determined by taking the collective meaning of all components 
of phrases instead of their individual meanings (like real estate, face 
value) .  
In PBT models, a phrase is merely considered as sequence of words. The 
context is included in the phrase translation models by considering the 
chunk of words (phrases) instead of single words. In phrase-based 
approach as opposed to single-word approach, the source is segmented 
into number of phrases, each phrase is translated independently and 
finally the target sentence is formed by combining all those phrase 
translations. 
Approaches for learning Phrase-Based Translation 
Different approaches have been introduced to learn phrase based 
translations. Most of these approaches are based on word alignments 
whereas (Marcu, et al., 2002) propose to establish lexical correspondence 
at the phrase level instead of word level. To learn such correspondences, 
they introduced a phrase-based joint probability model that 
simultaneously generates both the source and target sentences in the 
parallel corpus. 
(Koehn, et al., 2003) presented the phrase model based on the word 
alignments. They collect all word pairs that are consistent with the word 
alignment and the phrase alignment of those word pairs contains all the 
alignment points for all the words it covers. Then, for all the collected 
phrase pairs, phrase translation probability is estimated using the relative 
frequency. Reordering of the target output phrases is modeled through 
relative distortion probability distribution 𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 , 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖−1 , where 
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖  refers to the starting position of foreign phrase that is translated 
into 𝑖𝑡𝑕 target phrase, and 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖−1 refer to the end position of the foreign 
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phrase that is translated into (𝑖 − 1)𝑡𝑕 target phrase. The simple 
distortion model with suitable 𝛼 value is used: 
 𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 , 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖−1 =  𝛼
 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖−𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖−1−1    
 
‎1.11 
The translation probability is calculated as: 
 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) = Φ𝑖=1
𝐼  𝜙 𝑓𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖   𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 , 𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖−1    
 
‎1.12 
Where, 
Each 𝑓𝑖  and 𝑒𝑖  represents the foreign phrase and target phrase 
respectively. 
𝜙 𝑓𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖  = probability distribution. 
(Och, et al., 1999) presented the alignment template approach due to 
deficiency in baseline alignment models. Baseline models can only create 
the correspondence between single words. In this approach word classes 
are used instead of words and, alignment templates are used to generalize 
the phrases. The alignment template is defined as the triple 𝑧 =  𝐹 , 𝐸 , 𝐴   
where 𝐴  refers to the alignment between source class sequence 𝐹  and a 
target class sequence 𝐸 . 
If we have to calculate the translation probability of (bruja verde| green 
witch), then the Figure ‎1.3 (Knight, et al., 2004) shows the alignment 
template that covers the source sentence and the produced translations. 
 
bruja 
princesa 
verde 
rojo 
azul 
green, blue, 
red 
  
witch, princess   
 
Figure ‎1.3: Alignment Template approach 
 
Even after applying further improvements in the word alignments, phrase 
model suffers from the problem of modeling non-contiguous phrases i.e. 
phrases with the gap in the middle. Also, phrase-based translations 
cannot deal with Syntactic transformations during translation because 
PBT don’t account for linguistic features. 
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Summary 
In this section we briefly discussed the working pipeline and components 
of the translation system based on noisy channel model. In Figure ‎1.4 we 
illustrate the complete architecture of Statistical Machine Translation.  
 
 
Tree-Based Translation Models 
There are some major issues with the PBT models: 
 PBT systems are (mostly) based on IBM word alignment 
models and IBM translation models don’t model structural or 
syntactic aspect of language. These models are well suited for 
the structurally similar language pairs like English and French. 
The language pairs that differ in word order cannot be well 
modeled using PBT models. 
 Another issue which PBT systems face is data sparseness. This 
problem becomes more complicated for highly inflectional 
languages.  
 PBT systems have also introduced reordering options but still 
they are unable to deal with global reordering because the 
distortion model is based on movement distance (distance-
Preprocessing 
𝑒 1
𝐼   =  argmax
𝑒1
𝐼
 { 𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼) .  𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼 } 
Global Search Translation Model 
Language Model 
Post-processing 
Source Language Text 
Target Language Text 
𝑃 𝑓1
𝐽  𝑒1
𝐼)  
 𝑃 𝑒1
𝐼  
Figure ‎1.4: Architecture of translation approach based on 
Bayes Decision Rule 
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based model gives linear cost to the reordering distance) that 
may face computational resource limitations (Och, et al., 2004). 
Hence, all the above mentioned problems give rise to the introduction of 
tree-based models in the field of SMT. For tree-based models decoding is 
not linear with respect to sentence length, unless reordering limits are 
used. Tree-based models use both linguistically sound syntax-based 
models i.e. models that have non-terminals based on syntactic categories 
(noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VP) and so on), and formally syntax-
based models i.e. those based on single non-terminal (X). 
There are a few terms used in this field that should be clear before going 
through the rest of the section. The common terms used in the literature 
to represent tree-based models that are introducing the syntax are: 
hierarchical phrase-based, tree-to-string, string-to-tree, syntax-
augmented, syntax-directed, syntax-based and others. 
Hierarchical phrase-based systems don’t use real linguistic syntax while 
syntax-directed and syntax-augmented use linguistic syntax only in the 
source language and target language respectively. The other models, 
string-to-tree and tree-to-string use the linguistic syntax only in the target 
language and source language respectively. Syntax-based models can 
either be build using syntax trees generated by parsers or using tree 
transfer methods motivated by syntactic reordering patterns. 
Formalism 
Formalism for hierarchical phrase-based and syntax-augmented is 
Probabilistic Synchronous Context-Free Grammar (PSCFG), the PSCFG 
translation models define weighted transduction rules that are defined as 
source and target terminal sets and a non-terminal set:  
 𝑋 →   𝛼, 𝛽, ~, 𝜔    
 
‎1.13 
 
Where X is non-terminal, 𝛼 is a set of source language terminals and non-
terminal, 𝛽 is a set of target language terminals and non-terminals, ~ is a 
one to one mapping from set of non-terminals in 𝛼 to set of non-terminals 
in 𝛽 and 𝜔 represents the non-negative weight assigned to each rule. 
Translation with a PSCFG is thus a process of composing such rules to 
parse the source language while synchronously generating target 
language output (Zollmann, et al., 2008). The PSCFG rules are 
automatically learned from parallel training data. These rules capture the 
syntactic ordering of the words in the language and by using non-terminal 
symbols/categories generalize beyond the lexical level.  
The hierarchical phrase-based models combine the insight of the phrase-
based models with syntactic structures. The use of a hierarchical model 
was first presented by (Chiang, 2005). In his model, hierarchical phrases 
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are used instead of simple phrases, where hierarchical phrases are 
composed of words and sub phrases. In the proposed translation model 
he used synchronized CFG together with the “glue” markers. The PSCFG 
rules are learned using the bilingual phrase pairs of phrase-based MT. The 
gluing rules are used to combine the sequence of X to form sentence S.  
Example ‎1.4 (Chiang, 2005) shows how the hierarchical phrase pairs from 
Chinese to English are formalized in a synchronous CFG: 
Example ‎1.4: 
PSCFG Rules: 
X →   yu X1  you X2 , have X2 with X1   
 
X →   X1 de X2 , the X2 that X1   
Glue Rules: 
S →   S1 X2 , S1 X2   
 
S →   X1 , X1   
 
Where, subscripts are used to indicate the reordering of the phrases 
defined as mapping set ~ in Equation ‎1.13.  
In rest of the tree-based models other than hierarchical models syntactic 
parsers are used to get parse tree of source language, or target language, 
or both. (Yamada, et al., 2001) used approach of tree-to-string based 
translation models and (Eisner, 2003) presented translation model based 
on non-isomorphic tree- to-tree mapping. Yamada used (Collins, 1999) 
parser to parse source side (English) of the corpus. After getting the parse 
tree they perform operation on each node of the tree. The operations are: 
reordering child nodes, inserting extra words at each node, and 
translating leaf nodes. The example of the operations they performed to 
get transformed tree are shown in Figure ‎1.5. 
Another interesting research filed towards syntax-based machine 
translation is dependency-based translation. In this approach translation 
is performed using dependency structures instead of using Context free 
grammars. Work based on similar approach for Czech-English is 
presented by (Čmejrek, et al., 2003). (Zollmann, et al., 2008) and 
(Khalilov, et al., 2009) have further provided a brief introduction and 
comparisons among phrase-based, hierarchical and syntax-augmented 
models. 
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1.2.3 Decoder 
The goal of the decoder is to take the model, estimate the parameters of 
the model and to perform the actual translation. The translation tables are 
the main knowledge source for the machine translation decoder. The 
decoder consults these tables to figure out how to translate input in one 
language into output in another language. The process of decoding 
corresponds to maximizing the Bayes decision rule defined in Equation 
‎1.1. Optimizing the maximization function in decoding process is quite 
difficult task because a huge search space of possible candidate target 
language sentences is to be considered for a given input sentence. 
Therefore, a primary function of decoder is to search this space as 
efficiently as possible. (Lopez, 2008) has categorized decoders into two 
main categories: FST Decoders and SCFG Decoders.  
Decoders under these categories also provide search techniques that 
sacrifice optimality over efficiency. A brief introduction of A*-based stack 
search techniques is presented in (Brown, et al., 1990). Read (Lopez, 
2008) for further detail on types of decoder, working knowledge of 
decoder and further references.  
Reorder 
Insert 
Translate 
Take Leaves 
Kare ha ongaku wo kiku no ga daisuki desu 
Figure ‎1.5: Yamada’s translation operations: Reorder, 
Insert, Translate 
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1.3 Our goals 
 Collection of Parallel and Monolingual Corpora: The 
bilingual and monolingual corpuses are the starting point for 
statistical machine translation. For this study we collect the 
English to Urdu parallel corpora and also large monolingual 
Urdu corpus for the Language Model.  
 Data Reordering: Both English and Urdu languages differ in 
word order, and translation between languages with different 
word order is not trivial task. In this study we try to improve 
the translation quality of the system by pre-processing the 
source side of the parallel corpora. We use the transformation 
scheme to change the word order of the English sentence 
according to the default sentence structure of Urdu. 
 Factorization: To overcome the data sparseness issue we use 
the factorized model of the phrase-based MT 
1.4 Related work 
Recently Google added the English to Urdu (Alpha) Statistical Machine 
translation system4 in its 19th stage of research work. Google is based on 
Statistical machine translation approach and their research is inspired by 
the research work of Franz-Josef Och. Google has its own translation 
system for translating language pairs. The system is Alpha released so not 
all the technical details are publicly available yet. Also, we couldn’t gather 
the information about the parallel corpus used for the translation. As 
Google mostly uses the million words corpus for the translation between 
languages, so they might have also collected the huge bilingual corpus for 
English and Urdu. The translation output for English to Urdu shows that 
they have relatively high amount of news data in their bilingual corpus. 
We have compared some of the translation output results from Google 
with the results produced by our system in this study work. The one 
important observation in Google’s translation output is, currently they are 
not using their English to Urdu transliteration system for untranslated 
words. With the use of their transliteration system for untranslated words 
they might improve the translation quality of the Alpha system. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 starts with the collection of parallel and monolingual corpuses 
for this study and also the detail of all the methods and techniques used to 
collect corpora. This chapter also presents the statistics over the collected 
                                                        
4 http://translate.google.com/#en|ur| 
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corpora and the normalization techniques performed on the corpora for 
the improvement in translation quality. 
Chapter 3 introduces the translation system used for this study and the 
issues associated with the selected MT system. To overcome those issues 
we explore the language dependent methodologies for the improvement 
in translation quality. 
Chapter 4 comprises the experimental setup and the different range of 
experiments performed during the study. Error analysis is being done on 
the output of all experiments and the results are compared in terms of 
translation quality and the evaluation measure used for this study. 
Chapter 5 concludes the overall study by summarizing the results and 
drawing conclusions on the basis of the results achieved after applying 
the techniques to improve the machine translation output. Further this 
chapter concludes by giving the suggestions for the improvement of the 
results attained in this study. 
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2 Corpus Collection 
Statistical machine translation systems always need good quality 
sentence by sentence aligned parallel data for the system training. The 
good quality parallel data helps in producing better quality translation 
results. But the most important part is the amount of the parallel data in 
hand, more parallel data ensures that the output translation will be more 
human understandable. Besides the parallel bilingual corpus we also need 
a large monolingual corpus in target language. The monolingual corpus is 
used to build a language model that helps to make the translation more 
fluent. The main concern for this study was the unavailability of English-
to-Urdu ready-to-use parallel corpus. To begin with this study work we 
were provided with two parallel corpora from diverse domains. We 
collected rest of the bilingual corpora and entire monolingual corpus by 
web crawling. 
Below is the statistics of the data collected for this research study and also 
the discussion on the problems faced during the searching for resources 
of parallel data. We also applied normalization on the data after finishing 
the collection phase to make it usable for the training of translation 
system. 
2.1 Collection of Bilingual Data 
For this study four different parallel corpora of at least three different 
domains were collected from various sources. The description of data 
collection, data resources and data processing is discussed in detail in this 
section. 
2.1.1 Emille Corpus 
For the bilingual corpus collection our first motive was to collect data 
from as different domains as possible to get better translation quality and 
a wide range vocabulary. For this purpose the first corpus we selected to 
use in our study is Emille (Enabling Minority Language Engineering). 
EMILLE is a 63 million word corpus of Indic languages (Baker, et al., 
Chapter 
2 
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LREC' 2002) which is distributed by the European Language Resources 
Association (ELRA). 
Emille contains data from six different categories: consumer, education, 
housing, health, legal and social. This data is based on the information 
leaflets provided by the UK government and the various local authorities.  
We were provided in total 72 parallel files with each filename consisting 
of language code, text type (written or spoken), genre and subcategory, 
connected with hyphen character. The data is encoded in full 2-byte 
Unicode format and marked up in SGML format. The further detail about 
Emille corpus is available from their online manual1. The approach of the 
data extraction and processing on data is illustrated in Figure ‎2.1, and 
described below. 
i. SGML to text: the sentences are extracted from the SGML 
tagged data using the program written in .net. The structure of 
each Emille document is as follows: it consists of header 
information and main text. Inside main text we have 
paragraphs and each paragraph consists of multiple sentences. 
We extract all the sentences from each paragraph and store 
them on the disk. The result of this phase is unaligned parallel 
sentences. 
 
 
ii. Sentence alignment: we have manually aligned the sentence 
pairs that are extracted from the marked up text. The details of 
issues in corpus and manual sentence alignment are discussed 
in Section ‎2.3. 
iii. Cleaning and tokenization: firstly, we clean the corpus before 
performing tokenization. Cleaning of corpus includes: 
removing blank lines from the data and removing bad 
characters from the data. As our tokenization script doesn’t 
                                                        
1 http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/emille/MANUAL.htm 
.net program for 
data processing 
Emille data 
Files Corpus 
(Remove header 
information, 
SMGL tags) 
SGML to plain text 
Manual 
sentence 
alignment 
Cleaning and 
tokenization 
Figure ‎2.1:  Overview of Corpus Creation from Emille Corpus 
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delete the blank lines so we do it in cleaning step. For removing 
bad characters, the analysis was performed once and the 
Unicode of all those characters are listed down that are not part 
of the text. Text is then cleaned from all those unwanted 
characters that are listed during the analysis phase. After 
cleaning the corpus we tokenize the cleaned data; data 
tokenization is discussed in the Section 4.1.1 in experimental 
setup. 
2.1.2 Penn Treebank Corpus 
Penn Treebank corpus (Marcus, et al., 1999) is the 2nd next wide domain 
corpus we have picked for this study. All the Penn Treebank data is 
released through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The parallel 
Penn-Urdu2 Treebank data is released by the Centre for Research in Urdu 
Language Processing (CRULP) under the Creative Common License3. The 
corpus is freely available online4 for the research purpose. The translation 
of Penn-Urdu Treebank is just a plain text and it is not available in 
Treebank format anymore. Also the whole Treebank-3’s translation in 
Urdu is not yet available, only subpart of the Penn Treebank is used in this 
work. 
Penn Treebank-3 is a bank of linguistic trees where each parse tree 
contains the syntactic and semantic information. Trees are annotated 
with part-of-speech-tag and special bracketing style is used for the 
extraction of predicate-argument structure. Penn Treebank is the 
collection of Wall Street Journal (WSJ), Brown corpus, Switchboard and 
ATIS. In this work we have only used the collection of WSJ stories that are 
distributed in both Penn Treebank-2 and Treebank-3. The Penn Treebank 
contains 2,499 stories from WSJ and they are distributed in 25 folders 
with 100 stories in each folder. For this study we have used only 317 
stories whose Urdu translation is also available. The detail of used WSJ 
sections5 is provided by the CRULP. For the collection of corpora from 
Penn-English Treebank the same procedure is used as described above 
but with few differences that is illustrated in Figure ‎2.2 and described 
below. 
                                                        
2 The work has been supported by the Language Resource Association (GSK) of Japan and 
International Development Research Center (IDRC) of Canada, through PAN Localization 
project (www.PANL10n.net). 
3 http://www.crulp.org/software/license/CreativeCommons.html 
4 http://crulp.org/software/ling_resources/UrduNepaliEnglishParallelCorpus.htm 
5 The list of the Penn-English Treebank files whose parallel Urdu translation is also 
available online can be found at: 
http://crulp.org/Downloads/ling_resources/parallelcorpus/Read_me_Urdu.txt and also at: 
http://crulp.org/Downloads/ling_resources/parallelcorpus/read_me_Extended_Urdu.txt 
only the files whose names are listed on these websites are used in this study. 
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As we have already mentioned above that Penn-Urdu corpus is available 
in plain text format and it’s also sentence by tree aligned with the Penn-
English Treebank, so we don’t need to do any processing for the text 
extraction. By using the .net program, we convert the bracketed Penn-
English Treebank into plain text data. This work is simply done by 
removing all the brackets from the data as well as non-terminal, the left 
over data is the terminal nodes of the tree that in order makes the 
sentence. Each WSJ file has multiple sentences in the tree format. To 
match the sentence format with Urdu Penn-Treebank data, we split the 
sentences over the part of speech tag “.”, that marks the punctuation 
markers “.” and “?”. After getting plain text data cleaning and tokenization 
is performed, this is briefly discussed in Section 2.1. The summary of the 
whole process is as follows: our program strips off all the irrelevant tags 
and non-terminals, adds new line after processing each tree and at the 
end creates a plain sentence-aligned, text file. The plain-text file is then 
cleaned and tokenized, and whole process results in sentence aligned 
parallel corpus. 
2.1.3 Quran and Bible Corpora 
There are many online resources where Quran (Holy Book of Muslims) is 
easily available in both English and Urdu languages in UTF8 format, we 
selected an online resource6 from several others where parallel data is 
freely available to download. The problem we encountered for 
downloading the Quran’s data is data format; at most sites it is only 
available for downloading in image and xls format. For that reason we 
crawled the web link to get the plain UTF8 text data. We also found the 
                                                        
6 The Quran-English UTF-8 data is downloaded from:  http://www.irfan-ul-
quran.com/quran/english/contents/sura/cols/0/ar/0/ur/0/ra/0/en/1/ and, Quran-Urdu 
UTF-8 data is downloaded from: http://www.irfan-ul-
quran.com/quran/english/contents/sura/cols/0/ar/0/ur/1/ra/0/en/0/  
.net program 
for data 
processing 
Penn WSJ 
Files 
(Remove brackets, 
non-terminals) 
Bracketed to plain text 
Corpus 
Cleaning and 
tokenization 
Figure ‎2.2: Overview of Corpus Creation from Penn Treebank-3 Corpus 
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free online resource of Bible (Holy Book of Christians). Bible’s several 
versions in English are available but we could only get the parallel 
translation of the New Testament. Bible’s English to Urdu data is not 
easily available, we hardly manage to find only single resource7 where 
Bible’s bilingual data is available in UTF8 format, otherwise Bible data is 
only available on the web in image and other non-UTF8 formats. After 
finding the resources of parallel corpora we extracted the bilingual corpus 
using the self-written java based Web Crawler8. 
Crawler’s implementation is generic for getting both monolingual and 
bilingual data. So we have made the modifications in the crawler for 
extracting the parallel corpus. The generic implementation works this 
way: we provide the main website link to the crawler; it collects all the 
links from the main pages and adds them into its repository and also 
extracts the data from main page and stores it. 
The links from the repository are fetched one by one and again the same 
process is repeated until all the sub-links are accessed exactly once. This 
generic implementation worked for the monolingual data collection as we 
just want to collect all the available Urdu data from the links. For the 
parallel corpus collection we first analyze the format of the links that 
contain the parallel data and we only add those links in the crawler 
repository that contains the parallel data and simply crawl the data from 
the stored links in the repository and don’t add newly encountered links 
in the repository. 
The Quranic data is available in the form of the Suras9, each Sura consist 
of minimum 3 to maximum 286 sentences. There are 114 total Suras in 
the Quran, so all together we crawled 114 pages for each language to 
build Quran’s bilingual corpora. Whereas Bible consist of 27 chapters 
where English data is dumped from one single html page and Urdu data is 
crawled from the 27 sub-links of the main link already provided above. 
The data extraction procedure of Quran’s bilingual data and Urdu version 
of the Bible is illustrated in Figure ‎2.3 and described below. The data 
extraction procedure in the pipeline above is quite similar to the process 
already described for Emille corpus creation. The only difference is in the 
first phase of the pipeline where in Emille the bilingual data was provided 
and here we crawled the data from the online resources. The process 
works as follows: we feed the main web link into the crawler and define 
the format of the dynamic creation of the rest of the sub-links where 
bilingual data is stored. Crawler builds the web link repository and starts 
fetching the data from the links one by one. Data gets cleaned in the next 
step, all the html tags are removed, blank lines are deleted and data gets 
                                                        
7 The free King James Bible edition is distributed by “Project Gutenberg Etext”. The Bible-
English UTF-8 data is downloaded from http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext90/kjv10.txt 
And, the Bible-Urdu UTF-8 data is downloaded from: http://www.terakalam.com 
8 The web crawler was specially written for the corpus collection for this study work. 
9 The Chapter in the Quran is known as Surah. 
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stored on the disk in the 2nd phase. At the end of the 2nd phase we ended 
up with unaligned parallel corpora. In the next step the Bible’s corpus is 
manually aligned sentence by sentence. After manual alignment data gets 
cleaned and tokenized to create final corpus. Data cleaning is already 
discussed in Section 2.1 and data tokenization is discussed in section 4.1. 
 
2.2 Collection of Monolingual Data 
Large amount of Urdu data that consists of flat sentences is collected for 
the purpose of the study conducted for this research work. The 
monolingual corpus is used to make the language model that is used by 
the decoder to figure out which translation output is the most fluent 
among several possible translation options. Because of this fact language 
model of million tokens needs to be created to get better translation 
output. In this study we also tried to gather huge monolingual data from 
as many different available online sources as possible. The next step is to 
train the language model on the corpus that is suitable to the domain. To 
fulfill this need, data from diverse domains is collected. The main 
categories of the collected data are News, Religion, Blogs, Literature, 
Science, Education and numerous others. The lists of sources10 used for 
data collection are as follows: BBC Urdu11, Digital Urdu Library12, 
                                                        
10 All the sources provide free E-Text with the requirement of proper mentioning the 
references of the material used and also the material can be used for the non-profit 
making research work. 
11 http://www.bbc.co.uk/urdu/ 
12 http://www.urdulibrary.org/index.php?title= ہحفص_لوا  
Java based 
Crawler 
Corpus 
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lines) 
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Manual sentence 
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Figure ‎2.3: Overview of Quran and Bible Corpus Creation 
from the Web resources. 
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ifastnet13, Minhaj Books14, Faisaliat15 and Noman’s Diary16. The target side 
of the parallel corpora is also added to the monolingual data. 
The data collection from the sources listed above and further processing 
on data was performed in three main steps that are described below: 
i. Data Crawling and Processing: After collecting the list of 
available sources for free text we crawled the web-links using 
the crawler discussed in detail above. After getting the html 
pages we extract the data and remove all the html content from 
the text. We also remove all blank lines at this stage to limit the 
size of the data so that difficulty for processing the large 
amount of data can be avoided. 
ii. Language Detection: The data extracted from the web was not 
completely in Urdu language, it contains languages other than 
Urdu and that makes data unusable. Mostly data included text 
in Arabic and English. To resolve this process we used the Perl 
script named LanguageDetector.pl17, for detecting the 
languages other than Urdu and remove them from the data. Our 
Script doesn’t delete the words from the middle of the 
sentences that will leave the data ungrammatical; rather it 
deletes the whole sentence if the proportion of the words 
belonging to the language other than Urdu is more than the 
words in Urdu. 
iii. Cleaning and Tokenization: In the normalization step we 
removed bad characters and extra spaces from the data. 
Whereas tokenization process is the same as applied to the 
bilingual corpora. 
2.3 Statistics over Corpora 
This section provides the brief overview and description of the data used 
in this study. It summarizes the statistics over the raw corpora. 
2.3.1 Parallel Corpora 
The statistics over the bilingual corpora are summarized in Table ‎2.1 and 
Table ‎2.2. These corpora consist of plain sentences and they are 
                                                        
13 http://kitaben.ifastnet.com/ 
14 http://www.minhajbooks.com/urdu/control/Txtformat/ ڈوکینوی-بتک .html 
15  http://shahfaisal.wordpress.com/ 
16 http://noumaan.sabza.org/ 
17 LanguageDetector.pl is the corpus pre-processing utility script that statistically identifies 
the language of the given word based on the suffix. This script is written and kindly 
provided by Amir Kamran. 
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constructed for the purpose of the study conducted for this research 
work. Corpora are used to induce phrase translation tables that are 
consulted by the decoder to figure out how to translate input in one 
language into output in another language. The part of these corpora is 
also used for parameter tuning and testing the translation output. 
Corpus Source 
# of 
Sentences 
# of 
Tokens 
Vocabulary 
Size 
Sentence 
Length 
𝝁 𝝈 
Emille ELRA 8,736 153,519 9,087 17.57 9.87 
Penn 
Treebank 
LDC 6,215 161,294 13,826 25.95 12.46 
Quran Web 6,414 252,603 8,135 39.38 28.59 
Bible Gutenberg 7,957 210,597 5,969 26.47 9.77 
 
Table ‎2.1: English Parallel Corpus Size Information 
The size of the corpora approximately ranges from one hundred thousand 
to two hundred thousand tokens. The Emille corpus is the largest corpus 
in terms of the number of the sentences and it has the 2nd highest 
vocabulary size in all the corpora but it contains the least number of 
tokens among all the corpora. Penn Treebank has the highest vocabulary 
size. Intuitively we can consider the richness and rather fine-grain 
granularity of news domain. Conversely it is the smallest corpus among all 
the corpora in terms of the number of sentences. Bible has the 2nd 
maximum number of sentences in all domains but Bible and Quran have 
the minimum vocabulary size rate and that indicates the tendency of 
limited vocabulary usage in this domain. Corpora from the religious 
domain have the maximum number of tokens, followed by the Penn 
Treebank. 
Corpus Source 
# of 
Sentences 
# of 
Tokens 
Vocabulary Size 
Sentence 
Length 
Raw Text Normalize 𝝁 𝝈 
Emille ELRA 8,736 200,179 10,042 9,626 22.91 13.07 
Penn 
Treebank 
CRULP 6,215 185,690 12,883 12,457 29.88 14.44 
Quran Web 6,414 269,991 8,027 7,183 42.09 30.33 
Bible Web 7,957 203,927 8,995 6,980 25.62 9.36 
 
Table ‎2.2: Urdu Parallel Corpus Size Information 
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The statistics of target side of bilingual corpora that is shown in Table ‎2.2 
also concludes almost the same results for all corpora as drawn from the 
source side of the parallel corpora except the number of tokens in Urdu 
side of the Emille corpus are more than the numbers of tokens in Penn-
Urdu Treebank. The most interesting phenomenon in comparison of both 
English and Urdu parallel corpora is that in all corpora except Bible, the 
number of tokens in Urdu corpora are more than the English corpora 
which is usual. But, in Bible the numbers of tokens in Urdu corpus are less 
than the number of tokens in English corpus. This could be because of 
difference in translation style since we are using different sources for 
both English and Urdu Bible corpuses. Another possibility is the different 
approach of language expressivity is adopted for Bible’s Urdu corpus i.e. 
minimum usage of words to convey the meaning. 
We also have summarized the change in vocabulary size after applying 
the normalization process. Emille and Penn have smaller loss in 
vocabulary size after applying the normalization, while Bible corpus has 
decrement of around 2000 unique words. This shows the wrong usage of 
diacritic marking and even there are chances of marking multiple entries 
of the same word differently. Examples of the same word with different 
forms (different diacritic marking or even without diacritic marking) from 
the un-normalized Bible corpora are shown in shown Example ‎2.1. 
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Example ‎2.1: 
(a) The translation of word “who” without diacritic marking in bold. 
English Sentence: 
And who is he that will harm you, if ye be followers of 
that which is good? 
Urdu Sentence: ےلااىےتيرکےید جیےتسےن
ُ
تےىتےىہےمرگر ےو
ی
ہمےتيرکےیک ی
ینےن
ُ
تےرگانىکے؟تہ  
Transliteration: 
agar tum nīkī karne men sargaram ho to tum se badī 
karne wālā kaun he? 
(b) The translation of word “who” with pesh ( ُ ) diacritic mark. 
English Sentence: Then said they unto him, who art thou? 
Urdu Sentence: ےى
ُ
تےاہکےتسےظ
ُ
اےتيےهىہن
ُ
انى
ُ
کے؟تہ  
Transliteration: unhoñ ne us se kahā tū kaun he? 
(c) The translation of word “who” with zabar ( َ ) diacritic mark. 
English Sentence: And who shall be able to stand?
Urdu Sentence: ےب
َ
انى
َ
کے؟تہےاتک ےرہھٹ  
Transliteration: ab kaun ṭhahar‎saktā‎he? 
In Example ‎2.1, Urdu variant of word “who” has three different possible 
forms and among those forms only forms in Example ‎2.1 (a) and (c) are 
correct. The real form of the word “who” is provided in Example ‎2.1 (c)  
whereas mostly Urdu literature is written and understandable without 
diacritic marking so because of that reason, word form in Example 2.1 (a) 
is also correct. 
The vocabulary size of all normalized Urdu corpora is around 1000 words 
more than the vocabulary of English corpora except the source Penn 
Treebank corpus whose vocabulary size is around 1400 words more than 
the Urdu parallel corpora. 
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Figure ‎2.4: Sentence Length Distribution over the English 
side of bilingual Corpora 
 
As for average sentence length, the average sentence length varies across 
the corpora. It is between 8 to 39 words on average for English side of 
parallel corpora and 23 to 42 words on average for Urdu side of the 
parallel corpora. The Quran corpus contains the longest sentence on 
average, while the Emille corpus has the shortest, whose average size is 
half of the sentences of the religious domain. The sentence length 
distribution over source side of bilingual corpus is illustrated in Figure ‎2.4 
and for the target side of the corpora is illustrated in Figure ‎2.5. 
In Figure ‎2.4 we can see that the average sentence length over all 
distribution is roughly around 25 words, and that the Quran corpus 
contains a few extraordinarily long sentences, with a size of even around 
240 words. While, in Urdu corpora the sentence length over all 
distribution is roughly around 30 words and the maximum sentence 
length consists of around 260 to 270 words. 
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Figure ‎2.5: Sentence Length Distribution over the Urdu 
side of bilingual Corpora 
2.3.2 Monolingual Corpora 
The monolingual corpora collected for this study have around 61.6 
million tokens distributed in around 2.5 millions sentences. These figures 
cumulatively present the statistics of all the domains whose data is used 
to build the language model. The language model for this study is trained 
on 62.4 million tokens in total and around 2.5 million sentences. This 
statistics is after adding in the monolingual data the target side of all the 
parallel corpora we collected for this study. 
2.4 Data Normalization 
The data we have collected in this study doesn’t belong to any single 
organization and the various organizations that own the data have their 
own data formats or writing styles. For that reason, in all bilingual 
corpora, the Urdu corpora are written based on different writing 
standards. The main dissimilarities in writing style are as follows: 
 Use of both English and Urdu punctuation markers. 
 Diacritic marks usage in some of the corpora whereas rest 
doesn’t prefer to use diacritics. 
 Some corpora adopted to write numbers and dates in English 
numerals whereas some write them in Urdu numerals. 
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The un-normalized data would impact the translation system because of 
the obvious reasons; if in the system we have same word with different 
forms, translation system will treat them different words and this will 
lower down the probability of the correct Urdu translation against the 
English word.  
For instance in case of diacritic marking same word with different form of 
the words as shown in Example 2.1, and for numerals same number is 
written half of the time in English format and sometimes in Urdu format. 
The list of English and Urdu numerals is provided in Table ‎2.3.  
 
English Numeral Urdu Numerals 
0 ٠ 
1 ١ 
2 ٢ 
3 ٣ 
4 ٤ 
5 ٥ 
6 ٦ 
7 ٧ 
8 ٨ 
9 ٩ 
 
Table ‎2.3: Mapping between English and Urdu Numerals 
In Table ‎2.4 we have shown the un-normalized sentence from Penn-
Treebank corpus and also its modified form after applying the 
normalization steps. 
Un-Normalized 
Urdu Sentence 
۱۹۹۷ےےتىن جیےب جی ےاکےرسن ی
یکےكتےيدنان
ی
یقا جیےمانتے
ً
ا جی ی
یرقتےتکےظاٹس جیس ی
یاےتلاى
۔ےاگےتئا ججےا ییرےشارقےی
ى ىناقر
ی
ہغےىکےتلاانعت ا 
Normalized Urdu 
Sentence 
مانتےا جی ی
یرقتےتکےظاٹس جیس ی
یاےتلاىےتىن جیےب جی ےاکےرسن ی
یکےكت 1997 
  ۔ےاگےتئا ججےا ییرےشارقےی
ى ىناقر
ی
ہغےىکےتلاانعت ا يدنان
ی
یقا جی    
Transliteration 
1997 tak kīnsar kā sabab banane wāle īsbasṭās ke taqrībā 
tamām bāqemāndah astaˀamālāt ko ğīrqānūnī qarār diyā 
jāe gā. 
 
Table ‎2.4: Urdu Sentence from Penn corpus before and after 
applying normalization 
 
To check the impact of different writing styles we performed two types of 
baseline experiments, one with the raw text and one after applying 
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normalization on the Urdu data. The detail of the experiments performed 
and the results and comparison are discussed in Chapter 4. 
2.5 Issues in Corpus 
This Research study is very much dependent on the size and quality of 
parallel corpus. Unfortunately, when we started this work we couldn’t 
find free English-to-Urdu, ready-to-use parallel corpus. That problem led 
us to create a parallel corpus by ourselves using all the available 
resources. After searching for all the data sources and writing the utilities 
to get plain text data out of the marked up data, we encountered the 
issues in the quality of the data as well as in the sentence-level alignment. 
In this section we describe those issues and the solutions of handling 
those issues. 
Emille 
Due to the multidimensionality of this corpus we decided to use the entire 
corpus for this study. But, we faced lots of issues in using its data. Not only 
there was problem in the data alignment but also the translation quality 
was very bad.  
 As described above Emille data files contain multiple 
paragraphs and each paragraph contains multiple sentences. 
On analyzing the corpus we found that number of sentences in 
each paragraph is not same on both sides of the corpus because 
there were several sentences in the corpora without any 
translation at all. 
 In some cases, the numbers of the lines in the paragraph on 
both sides of corpora were the same but the parallel sentence 
doesn’t correspond to each other. We tried to deal with this 
issue and the problem explained above by aligning the both 
sides of the corpora. 
 Among the numerals used in the entire corpus, 90% of the 
numbers (that are used as reference to the pages in manual) 
were not the correct match of each other in source and target 
side of the corpus. This issue could indeed cause the translation 
system to always output the wrong translation of numbers 
during testing. To remove this ambiguity we manually 
corrected all the numbers used in the corpora, so that each 
number in the source matches exactly the same number on the 
target side. 
 In numerals mismatching, we also came across sentences that 
have numeral mismatch for numbers (other than reference to 
manual pages) are shown in Example ‎2.2. 
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Example ‎2.2: 
English Sentence: 
Have you been getting one of the following because of your 
illness or disability, in the last 26 weeks? 
Urdu Translation: 
ےتل  
م  یےىکےةآ182ےےهىنرمب جی ےتکےیشىسعمےا ییےیشان ی
ی جیےیو  ی
اےو ییےےم ییسےي جج
شدنم
؟ےتہےا شےاتلمےك ییاےی
ئىکےتسےو
ی
ہم 
Transliteration: 
āp ko pičhle 182 dinoñ meñ apnī bīmārī yā maˀazūrī ke 
sabab mandarjah żīl meñ se koī ek miltā rahā he? 
 
In this example, 26 weeks is translated as 182 days in parallel corpus, 
problem words are shown in bold face. 
The Urdu corpus of Emille also contains words from Sanskrit18 
vocabulary. A few of those words are not part of the Urdu vocabulary and 
not known by the native Urdu speakers. We also tried to replace the 
Sanskrit words with their Urdu equivalents. Some of the Sanskrit words 
that are changed in the corpus are provided in Table ‎2.5. 
 
Gloss weipārī jānkārī soč wičār 
Sanskrit Word یشا  ی ییى یشاکنا جج شا  جىےحىس 
Gloss tājir mˀalomāt soč bičār 
Converted Urdu Word ر ججات تامىلعم ےحىسشا  چ جی  
 
Table ‎2.5: Sanskrit expressions in Emille Corpus mapped on 
Urdu Vocabulary 
 
We also found spelling mistakes in Urdu side of the parallel corpora. They 
are two different trends for the spelling mistakes found in the corpora. 
Firstly, wrong spelling is used throughout the corpus and secondly, the 
spelling is wrong in half of the corpora and half of the time its correct 
form is used. 
                                                        
18 It is a historical Indo-Aryan language and it is one of the 22 scheduled languages of the 
India. Typical Sanskrit vocabulary is not used in spoken and written Urdu Language. 
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Correct Spelling Wrong Spelling 
ت چج
ی  ت چی
ی جی 
ت  چ جی ت  چ ی
ی جی 
للا لل 
نہات نہےات 
 
Table ‎2.6: Spelling mistakes in Emille corpus 
 
In Table 2.6, the fourth word has spelling error due to the use of extra 
space between both constituents of the word. 
 
Emille data is already very small and due to the lack of data we didn’t feel 
it feasible to run any automatic alignment tool, because alignment tools 
not only delete the unaligned data but also aligned output is not very 
reliable. Due to the issues discussed above we decided to manually align 
the whole corpus and the output result of this process is manually aligned 
whole Emille corpus. In this available short time we also tried to improve 
the translation quality so around 25-30% of the sentences are also 
manually corrected (by making modifications in the sentence or rewriting 
the whole sentence). Most of the modifications are made on the English 
side of the parallel corpus. 
Quran and Bible 
Although parallel religious data is mostly sentence by sentence aligned 
but after data extraction and processing, because of some unknown 
reasons, we found some misalignments in the data. Due to only 2 to 3 
unaligned sentences we had to manually analyze the entire corpora and 
find the proper locations in the corpora with mismatch sentences. Output 
of this phase is the sentence by sentence aligned corpora ready for the 
cleaning process. 
Summary 
In this chapter we presented the English-Urdu parallel and monolingual 
corpora collection in detail. We further explained the procedure of 
extracting the actual parallel text out of collected corpora and provided 
statistics of both parallel and monolingual corpora. We also presented the 
need of normalizing the target Urdu corpora and also the issues faced 
during and after the corpus collection. In following chapter we present 
our translation improvement techniques for the selected language pair.
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3  Improvement Techniques 
This chapter starts with the discussion of the possible translation issues 
within the domain of phrase-based machine translation systems between 
the source and target languages selected for this study. Then, we present 
our target approach for the improvement in the quality of the translation 
obtained using phrase-based MT. We also explain the improvement 
techniques and the necessary tools required to apply those techniques. 
We further discuss the exploitation of some advanced features of the 
phrase-based system for dealing with the data sparseness problem occurs 
due to presence of highly inflected languages. 
3.1 Selection of Translation Model 
Before selecting the translation model for our study we discuss the few 
requirements to produce the translation for the selected language pair. 
The TM should provide the efficient word reordering model as English 
and Urdu have different word ordering structures and also it must be able 
to deal with the data sparseness problem, as Urdu is highly inflectional 
language and we never have a huge amount of data available that covers 
all possible forms of single word. 
For this research study, after analyzing the requirements of selected 
language pair we decided to use the MT system based on phrase-based 
translation model, where phrases consist of words only. The major reason 
of selecting phrase-based MT is due to the faster training method and less 
computationally expensive model (within the domain of limited word 
reordering) as compared to other syntax-based MT systems. “More 
sophisticated approaches that make use of syntax do not lead to better 
performance. In fact, imposing syntactic restrictions on phrases, as used 
in recently proposed syntax-based translation models (Yamada, et al., 
2001), proves to be harmful.” (Koehn, et al., 2003) Syntax-based MT 
systems are slow to train and decode because the syntactic annotations 
further add a level of complexity. 
For this study we preferred to use state-of-the-art phrase-based MT over 
hierarchical phrase-based MT due to the fast speed and reasonable 
memory requirement. Although hierarchical PBT system provides the 
syntactic reordering over the phrases but they are not very good at long-
distance reordering. We try to utilize the fast and simple phrase-based 
Chapter 
3 
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architecture together with the reordering approach of syntax-based MT 
systems by preprocessing the source data. (Bojar, et al., 2008) and 
(Ramanathan, et al., 2008) used a similar technique for the English-Hindi 
language pair that is structurally similar to English-Urdu. Both have 
achieved a significant improvement after applying the preprocessing on 
source corpora. Another reason of selecting state-of-the-art phrase-based 
MT systems is the further extension of phrase-based translation models 
into factored based translation model (Koehn, et al., 2007) that helps in 
dealing with data sparseness issue and also helps in getting the 
grammatically coherent translation output. 
3.2 Techniques 
After considering the possible translation issues with the selected 
language pair and selecting the translation model according to those 
translation issues, we finally propose our techniques for improvement in 
translation. In this study we are using two different improvement 
techniques: dealing with the difference in word order of source and target 
languages and also attempting to deal with the issues due to richer 
morphology of the target language. The first technique applies the word 
order transformation over source language structure by preprocessing 
the data and second technique uses the factorized translation model for 
the translation. 
3.2.1 Reordering 
As explained in section 1.1, English is SVO language and Urdu follows 
(mostly) SOV structure. For translation from English to Urdu we need 
SMT system to perform long distance reordering to get the better 
translation output. Phrase-based systems can perform long-distance 
reordering using distortion models but, allowing long-distance reordering 
explodes the search space (i.e. too many possible partial hypothesis) 
beyond reasonable stack limits. So, the system has to decide prematurely 
and it is likely to lose good partial hypotheses in initial searching, hence 
causes the much higher risk of search errors. 
To overcome this problem we preprocess the English training, 
development and test corpora prior to the SMT training and decoding 
cycle, and try to minimize the difference in word order of both languages 
using our scheme.  
Transformation System 
We have used the subcomponent of rule-based English-to-Urdu Machine 
Translation system (RBMT) (Ata, et al., 2007) for the preprocessing of 
only English corpus in the parallel corpora. We developed this RBMT 
system as the final project under Bachelor studies. In the different 
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analysis levels of MT systems, our RBMT system falls under the transfer 
approach1.  
 
There are three main components of this MT Engine: Dictionary, 
Transformation and Translation. For this study we use the 
Transformation module of the MT engine, shown in Figure ‎3.1 for 
transforming the structure of the English sentence according to the word 
order of the Urdu language. Our MT engine uses the open source API of 
the Stanford Parser2 to generate parse tree of the English sentence. The 
generated parse tree is later passed as the input to the transformation 
module. This module uses the transformation rules and transforms the 
English tree into its equivalent Urdu-like tree. The transformation rules 
are kept separated from the transformation module so that the module 
can easily be adapted for any other language from the same family as 
Urdu that has the same structure but differs only in the transformation 
scheme. The rules can be easily added and deleted through an XML file. 
The output tree from this module is not actually an Urdu tree; it’s only a 
transformed English tree into Urdu sentence structure. For this study, we 
have modified the transformation module according to our needs. We 
pass the English parse tree and apply the transformation rules on the 
parse tree to get transformed English tree, none of the attributes and 
relationships are retrieved during this process. 
Stanford Parser 
The Stanford parser takes the English sentence, parses the sentence using 
a Probabilistic Context free grammar and outputs the parsed tree. 
                                                        
1 In the transfer approach, the translation process is decomposed into three steps: analysis, 
transfer and generation.  In the analysis step, input sentence is analyzed using parsers 
and/or morphological tools, producing abstract representation of source sentence. In the 
transfer step, this representation is transferred into the corresponding representation in 
the target language. In the generation step, the target language sentence is generated. 
2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml Stanford parser is also available online 
at: http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/ 
 
English Tree 
generated by 
Stanford parser 
Transformation 
Module 
Urdu Tree with 
attributes and 
relationships 
Figure ‎3.1: Transformation Module in Rule base English to Urdu 
MT Engine 
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Transformation Rules 
Transformation rules are the key element of our transformation system. 
The rules defined for the RBMT system are based on reverse Paninian 
grammar theory. In this system mapping rules are defined by just 
reversing the order of the constituents of the linguistic phrases (NP, VP, 
etc) with a few exceptions. Example ‎3.1 shows, if the grammar rule in 
English sentence for verb phrase consists of a verb phrase and an object 
NP then its corresponding Urdu transformation rule consists of reverse 
ordering of constituent phrases in grammar rule. The (*) in grammar 
rules is used for the purpose of generalization. For instance, according to 
the form of the verb Stanford parser uses different tag sets for 
representing verb node; VB for the verb basic form, VBZ is used for basic 
verb form with third person singular and many others. To cover all 
possible tags for verb node in each grammar rule, we use the generalized 
grammar rule instead of writing same grammar rule with every possible 
POS tag. The output of RBMT system is grammatically coherent Urdu 
translation.  
Example ‎3.1: 
Grammar Rule: VP  VB* NP3 
Transformation Rule: VP  NP VB* 
 
In Example ‎3.1, VP corresponds to the Verb Phrase, VB represents the 
Verb node and NP matches with the object Noun Phrase node. 
                                                        
3 For further detail about the POS tags, refer to the Stanford POS Tag set. 
English 
Sentence 
Stanford 
Parser 
Figure ‎3.2: Stanford Parser API's input and output format 
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The rule defined in Example ‎3.1 can be added into the system without 
actually writing the complete transformation rule. Example ‎3.2 shows 
how rules are basically added into the system for the sake of simplicity. 
Example ‎3.2: 
<rule> 
<english-rule>VP -> VB* NP</english-rule> 
<urdu-transformation>reverse</urdu-transformation> 
</rule> 
Example ‎3.1 and Example ‎3.2 shows exactly same grammar rule and its 
corresponding transformation rule. The only difference is the format of 
the transformation rule. If a transformation rule is formed by exactly 
reversing the ordering of the constituent nodes then, the transformation 
rule is defined by just writing the string “reverse” instead of writing 
complete transformation rule in reverse order. If a grammar rule consists 
of more than 2 constituent nodes and the transformation rule doesn’t 
correspond to the exactly reverse ordering of constituent nodes in the 
grammar rule then, Example ‎3.3 shows the design of the transformation 
rule for representing the ordering of the constituent nodes in the 
transformation rule by actually marking them with their indexes in the 
grammar rule. 
Example ‎3.3: 
<rule> 
<english-rule> VP -> VB ADVP PP </english-rule> 
<urdu-transformation>1 2 0</urdu-transformation> 
</rule> 
 
In Example ‎3.3, the grammar rule with constituents VB, ADVP and PP 
corresponds to the order 0, 1 and 2 respectively. The transformation rule 
with numbered ordering represents the rule VP  ADVP PP VB. The 
default ordering of rules also needs to be defined. For instance, if 
transformation rule does not exists then the default rule for that 
grammatical category will be used. Example ‎3.4 shows the default rule for 
VP. 
Example ‎3.4: 
<rule> 
<english-rule> VP -> default</english-rule> 
<urdu-transformation>reverse</urdu-transformation> 
</rule> 
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Figure ‎3.3 shows an English parse tree with its transformed Urdu tree 
using the transformation rules. 
 
 
Most of the transformation rules are formed by reversing the order of the 
constituents in grammar rule. But, there are a few exceptions in which 
order is not reversed and transformation rules more or less follow the 
ordering of the grammatical rules. 
 Adjectives are followed by nouns (if exist). 
 In question sentences, question word comes at the beginning of the 
sentence. 
 Adjectives are preceded by adverbs (if exist). 
 Adverbs are placed before verbs (mostly). 
Extension in Transformation Rules 
As transformation rules in RBMT system are generated by following the 
theoretical model of reverse Panini grammar so, for capturing the most 
commonly followed word order structures in Urdu language we defined a 
new set of transformation rules required for word order transformation. 
For this study we perform analysis on parallel corpora and accumulate 
the transformation rules representing the most frequent ordering of 
constituents in phrase structures. 
For this study we gather a set of around 90 to 100 transformation rules. 
English Parse Tree 
Figure ‎3.3: English Parse Tree from Stanford Parser with 
Transformed Tree 
Transformed Tree 
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In Example ‎3.5 we are showing some transformation rules that are 
analyzed and created for this study. 
Example ‎3.5: 
Prepositions become postpositions 
Grammar Rule: PP  IN NP 
Transformation Rule: PP  NP IN 
Verbs come at the end of sentence and ADVP are followed by verbs. 
Grammar Rule: S  ADVP VP NP 
Transformation Rule: S  NP ADVP VP 
 
The effect of preprocessing the English corpus and its comparison with 
the distance reordering model are discussed in Chapter 4 in detail. 
3.2.2 Factorization 
In SMT systems each form of the word is treated as independent entity, 
this problem gives rise to the data sparseness issue that is caused by 
limited training data.  Due to data sparseness, languages having rich 
morphology negatively influence the MT performance. With the use of 
morphological information, the requirement for the large training data 
can be reduced. Recent phrase-based MT systems are now further 
extended to factor-based models that interpret each entity as a factor 
instead of single token (word). Factor in the MT systems represent the 
vector of different level of annotations added at the word level. For 
example in factored model each factor can consist of word, lemma, part-
of-speech, morphology, etc.  
Due to the limited availability of resources for Urdu, we are unable to 
integrate morphology in the system. Instead, our factored model will 
operate on word, lemma and pat-of-speech. We also use the additional n-
gram language model over the POS tags. To start with the real 
experiments on English-Urdu factored model we require the linguistic 
tools i.e. lemmatizer and POS tagger for both English and Urdu. 
Tools for English 
For this study we use the Stanford lemmatizer and Stanford Maximum 
Entropy Part-of-Speech tagger4 (Toutanova, et al., 2000) for annotating 
English corpora. The Stanford tagger uses the Penn Treebank tagset for 
POS tagging. In this study, we are using the already trained bidirectional-
                                                        
4 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml 
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distsim-wsj-0-18.tagger model (provided with the tagger) for tagging 
English data. This model is trained on WSJ sections 0-18 using 
bidirectional architecture, including word shape and distributional 
similarity features. The trained tagger model has accuracy 97.28% correct 
on WSJ 19-21 (90.46% correct on unknown words). 
Lemmatizer is provided in the tagger package inside the process. 
Morphology directive. Table ‎3.1 shows the input provided to the Stanford 
tagger and the output generated by the tagger. Output is represented as 
“word | lemma | POS-tag”. 
Input  
Do you know the most effective way of making a 
complaint? 
Output 
Do|do|VBP you|you|PRP know|know|VBP the|the|DT 
most|most|RBS effective|effective|JJ way|way|NN of|of|IN 
making|make|VBG a|a|DT complaint|complaint|NN ?|?|. 
 
Table ‎3.1: Stanford tagger’s Input and Output for factored Model 
Tools for Urdu 
Very little effort has been put for the development of linguistic tools for 
Urdu language analysis. The tools specifically dedicated to the Urdu 
language analysis are developed by the research institute, Centre for 
Research in Urdu Language Processing5 (CRULP). There are a few 
drawbacks associated with the tools provided by the CRULP. 
 Complete Documentation is not provided with the tools. 
 (Often) the input and output format of the tools make it hard to 
use. 
 Accuracy of the tools (except POS tagger) is not mentioned in the 
(limited) documentation. 
 Statistical tools cannot be retrained. 
i. POS Tagger 
Because of above mentioned reasons, we first decided to train a model of 
Stanford tagger for Urdu data provided by CRULP using the manually 
tagged WSJ 00-02, 317 stories from start. For training the Stanford tagger 
properties file is required with the few essential parameters. For example 
model, trainFile, arch, etc. The statistics of data used for training and 
testing Stanford tagger for Urdu is shown in Table ‎3.2. 
 
                                                        
5 http://www.crulp.org/ 
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Tagged Training Data Testing Data 
Total Sentences Total Words Total Sentences Total Words 
5822 167673 457 12156 
 
Table ‎3.2: Statistics of Penn Treebank data used for training 
and testing Stanford Tagger for Urdu 
The Stanford tagger was tested on 12156 words from which, 4285 were 
found to be unknown. The accuracy of the trained tagger is in detail 
provided in  
Table ‎3.3. 
 
 
Table ‎3.3: Accuracy of Stanford trained model for Urdu Tagger 
 
Table ‎3.3 shows the input sentence and the tagged output sentence 
generated by Stanford’s trained tagger. The reference tagged sentence is 
also provided. 
Input 
ے،ےتا
ی
یقر جیے،ےعقاىے
و
ی
ہمےس
ی
یل جچن ییاےظلاے،ےم ی
ی جیےتاعىيصمےی
ر
ی
ہنعتےشىاےرٹى
ی
ی
 
ینک
۔ےتہےاترکےن
ی
یسقتےشىاےاتان جی 
Transliteration 
bīl, lās injlīs meñ wāqaˀa, barqyāt, kampyūṭar aur taˀamīrī 
mşnūˀāt banātā aur taqsīm kartā he. 
Reference 
،/PM ےعقاى/JJےو
ی
ہم/CM  س
ی
یل جچن ییا/NNPCےظلا/NNP ے،/PM ےم یی جی/NNP 
تاعىيصم/NN یر
ی
ہنعت/JJشىا/CC رٹى
ی
ی
 
ینک/NN  ،/PM ےتا ییقر جی/NN 
۔/SM تہ/AUXT اترک/VB ن
ی
یسقت/NN شىا/CC اتان جی/VB 
Output 
رٹى
ی
ی
 
ینک/JJ  تا ییقر جی/JJ ےعقاى/JJےو یہم/CM  سییل جچن ییا/JJےظلا/JJےم یی جی/JJ 
ن
ی
یسقت/JJ شىا/JJ اتان جی/VB تاعىيصم/JJ یر یہنعت/JJ شىا/JJ 
تہ/AUXT اترک/JJ 
 
Table ‎3.4: Reference, Input and tagged output sentence 
using Stanford Tagger 
 
Correctly 
Tagged 
Wrongly 
Tagged 
Total Count Accuracy (%) 
No. of 
Sentences 
2 455 457 0.437 
No. of Words 3005 9151 12156 24.72 
Unknown 
Words 
0 4285 4285 0 
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Due to only 24.7% accuracy of the Stanford tagger on test set, we decided 
to use CRULP’s statistical POS tagger6 with the 97.2% accuracy mentioned 
on their web-link. We already mentioned before a few problems in using 
the CRULP’s tools. Another major issue associated with the CRULP’s POS 
tagger is that the tagset used for building the training model is different 
from the tagset used for manually tagging the WSJ Urdu data. 
Consequently the accuracy of the tagger cannot be measured 
automatically, as tagsets of tagger and manually tagged data are different. 
On manually analyzing the tagged data produced by CRULP’s tagger, 
results were not found to be satisfactory. 
The example sentence in Table ‎3.5 is used from manually tagged corpus 
provided by CRULP and we assume that the same data should have been 
used for training a tagger for Urdu. Although POS tags in output and 
reference sentences don’t have one-to-one correspondence as tagset is 
different but still we can see the difference in POS tags classes in both 
reference and output sentences. 
Input 
ےهکنىرئ
ی
ی
 ی
ےيلا ےھٹسکا۲۹ےنانےشىط
ج
بےىکےر جہمىن ےمماشےو یہمےزشى جبےرٹک ییرئازےىٹک ییسگ ییا
تگےهىہ ے۔  
Transliteration 
aksṭah sālah peironkn 29 nawambar ko baţor nānāygzekṭū 
ḍāirekṭar borḍ meñ šāmal hūñ gae. 
Reference 
ىک<CM> ےر جہمىن<NNP> ۲۹<CD> هکنىرئ یی  ی<NNP>  يلا <JJ> ھٹسکا<CD> 
ےو
ی
ہم<CM> زشى جب<NN>ےرٹک ییرئاز<NN> نان ىٹک ییسگ ییا <JJ> شىطج ب<RB> 
- <SM>تگ  <AUXT> هىہ<VBL> مماش<JJ> 
Output 
ىک<P> ےر جہمىن<PN> ۲۹<AA> هکنىرئ یی  ی<VB>  يلا <NN>  ھٹسکا<ADJ> 
ےو
ی
ہم<P> زشى جب<NN>ےرٹک ییرئاز<NN> نان ىٹک ییسگ ییا <ADJ> شىطج ب<ADV> 
تگ <AA> هىہ<VB> مماش<NN> 
 
Table ‎3.5: Output generated using CRULP’s tagger 
The difference in tagset can be seen clearly like JJ-ADJ, RB-ADV, PN-NNP 
and AA represents aspectual auxiliary. But on mapping the tags we will 
analyze that most of the content words are tagged incorrectly. Although 
the accuracy is claimed to be 97% but the results are not adequate to be 
used in this study. Accordingly, for this study we use the Statistical POS 
tagger7 based on word suffixes with the accuracy approximately around 
78.9% on test set. To increase the accuracy of the tagger we further added 
the close class words and cardinals and trained the tagger again on the 
same amount of the data presented in Table ‎3.2.  
                                                        
6 http://www.crulp.org/software/langproc/POS_tagger.htm 
7 POS tagger is written and kindly provided by Amir Kamran. 
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Input  
ے،ےعقاىےو
ی
ہمےس
ی
یل جچن ییاےظلاے،ےم ی
ی جیےتاعىيصمےی
ر
ی
ہنعتےشىاےرٹى
ی
ی
 
ینکے،ےتا ی
یقر جی
۔ےتہےاترکےن
ی
یسقتےشىاےاتان جی 
Transliteration 
bīl, lās injlīs meñ wāqaˀa, barqyāt, kampyūṭar aur taˀamīrī 
mşnūˀāt banātā aur taqsīm kartā he. 
Reference 
،/PM ےعقاى/JJےو
ی
ہم/CM  س
ی
یل جچن ییا/NNPCےظلا/NNP ے،/PM ےم یی جی/NNP 
تاعىيصم/NN تیر
ی
ہنع /JJشىا/CC رٹى
ی
ی
 
ینک/NN  ،/PM ےتا ییقر جی/NN   
   ۔/SM تہ/AUXT اترک/VB ن
ی
یسقت/NN شىا/CC اتان جی/VB 
Output 
،/PM ےعقاى/JJےو
ی
ہم/CM  س
ی
یل جچن ییا/NNPےظلا/NNPے،/PM ےم یی جی/NNP 
اتان جی/VB تاعىيصم/NN یر یہنعت/JJ شىا/CCرٹى یی  ینک/NN  تا ییقر جی/NN 
۔/SM تہ /AUXT اترک/VBL ن
ی
یسقت/NNشىا/CC 
 
Table ‎3.6: Output generated using Kamran's Tagger 
The accuracy of the tagger increased from 78.9% to 79.4% on the same 
testing data used for Stanford’s tagger testing. 
ii. Stemmer 
For factored translation, we use the stem form of each Urdu word to 
overcome the data sparseness. For this purpose we use the Urdu 
  Input  
ےتامىلعمےح ی
یچصےىکےةآےو
ی
ہمے شا جیےتکےتاشا ی
یتخاےیىىناقےتکےةآےا ی
یک
؟ےتہ 
Transliteration 
kyā āp ke qānūnī axtyārāt ke bāre meñ āp ko şaḥeḥ 
maˀalūmāt he? 
Output 
ا
ی
یک|ةآےا ی
یک|تکےةآ|ےیىىناقےتک|تاشا ی
یتخاےنىناق|تکےشا ی
یتخا|ےتک
ےشا جی|ے
و
ی
ہمے شا جی|ةآے
و
ی
ہم|ىکےةآ|ح
ی
یچصےىک|تامىلعمےح ی
یچص|ےمىلعم
تہ|؟ےتہ|؟ 
Transliteration 
kyā|kyā āp|āp ke|ke qānūnī|qānūn axtyārāt|axtyār ke|ke 
bāre|bāre meñ|meñ āp|āp ko|ko şaḥeḥ|şaḥeḥ 
maˀalūmāt|maˀalūm he|he ?|? 
 
Table ‎3.7: Stemmed Output using CRULP's Stemmer 
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Stemmer8 provided by the CRULP. Fortunately for Urdu stemmer, CRULP 
has provided the Stemmer DLL that we use to run the stemmer on our 
Urdu corpus. The text input to the CRULP’s stemmer and stemmed output 
is shown in Table ‎3.7. The output format is word | stem, from right to left. 
We then combine the tagged and stemmed output and formalize the data 
in the format that can be used with the factored model. In Table ‎3.8 we 
have presented the sample sentence from Emille corpus, where each 
token is represented as factor. The format of factor includes word | stem | 
POS tag. 
Input  نىناقےتکےةآےا ییک؟ےتہےتامىلعمےح ییچصےىکےةآےو یہمے شا جیےتکےتاشا ییتخاےی 
Output 
ا
ی
یک|ا ی
یک   QW| ةآ|ةآ   PRRF| تک|تک   KER| ےیى ىناق|نىناق JJ| تاشا ییتخا|شا ییتخا   
NN| تک|تک  KER | ےشا جی|ےشا جی  NN | ےو یہم|ےو یہم  PR| ةآ|ةآ   
PRRF| ىک|ىک   CM| ح
ی
یچص|ح ی
یچص   JJ| تامىلعم|مىلعم  NN| تہ|تہ     
AUXT| ؟|؟ |SM 
 
Table ‎3.8: Factor format used for factor-based translation 
Summary 
In this chapter, we first introduced the translation model that is used 
throughout this study. Next, we discussed the issues in the selected 
translation model and presented the improvement techniques to 
overcome those issues. We also introduced the tools that are used for the 
improvement techniques, both for English and Urdu languages. This 
chapter concludes by looking at the specific improvement techniques, 
applicable to a phrase-based machine translation system, to improve the 
translation quality. In the following chapter we will present the 
experimental results after applying the techniques discussed in this 
chapter. 
                                                        
8 http://crulp.org/software/langproc/UrduStemmer.htm 
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4 Experiments and Results 
This chapter presents the results of different set of experiments carried 
out for this study. The necessary detail of corpora that are used during the 
experiments is presented in Chapter ‎2. The chapter starts with the 
experimental setup, followed by the description of the evaluation 
measure used to evaluate translation output. The main part of the chapter 
focuses on presenting and discussing the improvements in translation 
quality, formally discussed in Chapter ‎3. The four major experiments 
conducted for this study are: baseline experiments, experiments with 
distance-based reordering, experiments after applying word order 
transformation and experiments using factored based model. The chapter 
concludes by comparing the results and translation quality of the 
generated output using different experimental setups. 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
In this section we describe the toolkit used for building the language 
model. We also illustrate about the translation system used for 
conducting the experiments. We further discuss the translation 
procedure, together with the different parameter settings adopted for 
carrying out the experiments. We also discuss in detail the data 
preparation for the different experiments. 
4.1.1 Tools 
In this section we provide the detail of the translation system used to 
perform translation between English and Urdu and also the necessary 
toolkits required together with the translation system. 
The Statistical Language Modeling Toolkit 
There are various software packages available to build Statistical 
Language Model. For example, the SRI Language Modeling toolkit1 
                                                        
1 http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/ 
Chapter 
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(SRILM) (Stolcke, 2002), or IRST Language Modeling toolkit2 (IRSTLM) 
(Federico, et al., 2008) 
In this study, we use SRILM (Stolcke, 2002). SRILM toolkit is composed of 
set of tools for building and applying Statistical Language Models (LMs). 
The main purpose of SRILM is to support Language Model estimation and 
evaluation. Estimation means the creation of a model from training data; 
evaluation means computing the probability of a test corpus (Stolcke, 
2002).  
For this study, we use the SRILM tool ngram-count to estimate two 
language models. One language model is built upon a text monolingual 
Urdu data by using Chen and Goodman’s modified Kneser-Ney smoothing 
(Chen, et al., 1999). Second language model is comprised of part-of-
speech tagged monolingual data, built using Witten-Bell discounting. We 
first tried to build the POS language model using Kneser-Ney smoothing 
technique but came across with smoothing issues3, as KN-discounting is 
based on counts-of-counts i.e. number of words occurring once, twice, etc 
and in POS LMs the lower order n-gram counts are much fewer because 
there could be very few POS tags that occurs once or twice in a given 
corpus. For that reason different smoothing technique is used for building 
POS LM. The POS tagged LM is used together with text based language 
model in factor base translation model.  
By default SRILM removes the unknown words in calculating the ngram-
counts; we build the open vocabulary LM i.e. one that contains the 
unknown-word tokens as a regular word. SRILM can induce a language 
model of any order; in this study we have chosen to use the trigram 
language model unless stated otherwise. 
Translation System 
The statistical phrase-based machine translation system, Moses4 (Koehn, 
et al., 2007), is used in this work to produce English-to-Urdu translation. 
According to (Koehn, et al., 2007) “The toolkit is a complete out-of-the-
box translation system for academic research. It consists of all the 
components needed to preprocess data, train the language models and 
the translation models. It also contains tools for tuning these models 
using minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003)”.  
Moses automatically trains the translation models on the parallel corpora 
of the given language pair. It uses an efficient algorithm to find the 
maximum probability translation among the exponential number of 
candidate choices. For this study we have chosen to build phrase 
                                                        
2 http://hlt.fbk.eu/en/irstlm 
3 Issues in building POS tagged LM is discussed under SRILM FAQ section, Smoothing Issues. 
http://www-speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/manpages/srilm-faq.7.html 
4 http://www.statmt.org/moses/ 
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translation table on 7-gram of the words for each phrase, unless stated 
otherwise. 
4.1.2 Translation Setup 
The training process in Moses takes nine steps and all of them are 
executed using the script train-factored-phrase-model.perl. The training 
steps, external tools used for the training by Moses and also the 
parameters settings at each step are described below: 
i. Prepare Data: the selected corpus for the experiment is first 
cleaned using tok-dan.perl5 script. It tokenizes the data and 
removes the redundant space characters. It also removes the 
extra spaces on the start and end of the line. The data is then 
converted to lowercase using the lowercase.perl script 
provided with the Moses implementation. 
ii. Word Alignment: Moses uses GIZA++6 (Och, et al., 2000) toolkit 
which is freely available implementation of IBM models for 
extracting word alignments. Alignments are obtained by 
running the toolkit in both translation directions and then 
symmetrising the two alignments. In our study we have used 
the grow-diag-final-and7 alignment heuristic. It starts with the 
intersection of the two alignments and then adds additional 
alignment points that lie in the union of the two alignments. 
This method only adds alignment points between two 
unaligned words. 
iii. Extract Phrase: Using the generated word alignment, Moses 
estimates the Maximum likelihood lexical translation table and 
extracts all those phrases in which words are aligned only to 
each other and not to any word outside the phrase. 
iv. Score Phrases: Phrases are scored from the stored phrase 
translation table. For each pair five different phrase translation 
scores are computed: 
 Phrase translation probability ∅ (f|e) 
 Lexical weighting lex(f|e) 
 Phrase translation probability ∅ (e|f) 
 Lexical weighting lex(e|f) 
                                                        
5 Tok-dan.perl is a low-level data tokenizer, written and kindly provided by Daniel Zeman 
6 http://www.isi.edu/och/GIZA++.html 
7 grow-diag-final-and works via expanding the alignment by adding directly neighboring 
alignment points and alignment points in the diagonal neighborhood. 
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 Phrase penalty (always exp(1) = 2.718) 
v. Reordering: Moses builds the lexicalized reordering model that 
conditions the reordering on the actual phrases. It provides three 
different reordering models (i.e. different types of orientation of 
the phrases) together with number of variations of the 
lexicalized reordering model based on the orientation types. We 
have used in our experiments distance and msd-bidirectional-fe8 
reordering models. By default Orientation-bidirectional 
reordering model is used in all the experiments for building the 
reordering table. Along with bi-directional model, if the distance-
based models are used then it is mentioned explicitly.  
vi. End of Training: after creating reordering table, generation table 
is built using the target side of the training corpus. We have used 
different parameters for the building the generation table in 
factored based translation, for experiments with word 
reordering (only) default settings are used. Training ends with 
the successful creation of the configuration file called Moses.ini. 
After training the translation model, Moses standard MERT is executed on 
development set for tuning the weights of the individual models in our 
setup.  
4.1.3 Data Preparation 
The splitting of parallel corpora in terms of number of parallel sentences 
is shown in Table ‎4.1. Data is divided in training set, development set and 
test set. We use the training data to train the translation system and test 
set is used to confirm the results of the best method. Development set is 
used to optimize the model parameters for better translation quality. The 
parameters that are tuned using development set are weights for phrase 
translation table, language model, distortion model and weight for word 
penalty limit.  Test set is left untouched during the training and 
development phase.  
Corpus 
Training 
Size 
Development 
Size 
Testing 
Size 
Total 
Sentence 
Pairs 
Emille 8,000 376 360 8,736 
Penn Tree Bank 5,700 315 200 6,215 
Quran 6,000 214 200 6,414 
Bible 7,400 300 257 7,957 
 
Table ‎4.1: Splitting of Parallel Corpora in terms of Sentence Pairs 
                                                        
8 Reordering probabilities will be learnt on phrases in both source and target directions. 
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The data splitting follows the rule of taking the training sentences from 
the beginning of the corpora, followed by taking the sentences for the 
development set and the rest of the corpus is allocated to the test set.  
Corpus 
# of Tokens 
in Training 
Data 
# of Tokens in 
Development 
Data 
# of Tokens 
in Testing 
Data 
Total 
Sentence 
Pairs 
Emille 141,136 6071 6,312 153,519 
Penn Tree Bank 148,134 8,154 5,006 161,294 
Quran 245,416 3,596 3,591 252,603 
Bible 192,565 9,271 8,761 210,597 
 
Table ‎4.2: Number of English tokens in our parallel corpora 
Data splitting-summary in terms of number of tokens (words) for English 
chunk in parallel corpora is shown in Table ‎4.2 and for Urdu is shown in 
Table ‎4.3. Where, the numbers of words are based on full-form of the 
words including the punctuation marks. 
Corpus 
# of Tokens 
in Training 
Data 
# of Tokens in 
Development 
Data 
# of Tokens 
in Testing 
Data 
Total 
Sentence 
Pairs 
Emille 183,016 8,322 8,841 200,179 
Penn Tree Bank 169,539 9,934 6,216 185,689 
Quran 262,124 3,805 4,061 269,990 
Bible 186,175 9,349 8,403 203,927 
 
Table ‎4.3: Number of Urdu tokens in our parallel corpora 
4.2 Evaluation Measures 
One of the most difficult tasks in Machine Translation is to evaluate the 
output of the system. For this study we have selected the BLEU (Bilingual 
Evaluation Understudy) (Papineni, et al., 2002) as an evaluation metric. 
The Bleu metric is an IBM-developed metric and very well known for the 
machine evaluation for the machine translation. It checks how closer the 
candidate translation is to the reference translation based on the n-gram 
comparison between both translations. The Bleu score is based on the 
number of correct n-gram matches between candidate and reference 
translation, and these matches are position-independent.  
The Bleu metric ranges from 0 to 1. If the candidate translation is 
identical to the reference translation it will attain the score 1 and 0 in case 
of no similarities. Bleu metric is based on the modified n-gram precision 
measure for comparing the candidate translation against multiple 
reference translations. 
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𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
=  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡𝑕𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑕𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑕𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑕𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒
  
 
‎4.1 
 
  
The metric modifies simple precision since MT system can over generate 
reasonable words, resulting in implausible, but high-precision, 
translations like Example ‎4.1 (Papineni, et al., 2002) below: 
Example ‎4.1: 
Candidate: the the the the the the the. 
Reference 1: The cat is on the mat. 
Reference 2: There is a cat on the mat. 
 
All of the seven words in the candidate translation appear in both 
reference translations, thus the candidate text is given the unigram 
accuracy that is shown in Equation ‎4.2. 
 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
7
7
= 1 
 
‎4.2 
 
Now, for modified unigram precision calculation, for each word in the 
candidate translation, Bleu calculates its maximum total count in any of 
the reference translations. So in the Example 1 above, “the” appears twice 
in reference 1 and once in reference 2 so it’s MaxCount = 2. Now the total 
count of each word (Wc) in the candidate translation that is 7 for “the” in 
our example, is clipped to its MaxCount. Wc is then summed over all the 
words in the candidate translation. 
 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
2
7
= 0.28 
 
‎4.3 
Brevity penalty is introduced in the metric to penalize the shorter 
translations to receive too high score. Let, c be the length of the candidate 
translation and r be the effective reference corpus length. The brevity 
penalty (BP) is computed by, 
 𝐵𝑃 =   
1                       𝑖𝑓 𝑐 > 𝑟
𝑒(1−
𝑟
𝑐 )            𝑖𝑓 𝑐 ≤ 𝑟
   
 
‎4.4 
The final Bleu score is calculated by computing the geometric average of 
the modified n-gram precision, 𝑝𝑛  using n-grams up to length N and 
positive weights 𝑤𝑛  summing up to 1. 
 𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 = 𝐵𝑃 . exp( 𝑤𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1
 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝𝑛)  
 
‎4.5 
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While it is better to use several independent reference translations 
(usually 4 if available), our English-Urdu parallel data contain only 1 
reference translation per sentence. 
4.3 Types of Experiments 
Various experiments are performed during this study for obtaining the 
Urdu translation from the given English sentence. We start with the 
baseline experiments followed by the experiments to observe the effect of 
a variety of improvement techniques that are applied to get the better 
translation quality. Experiments are performed on all four parallel 
corpora collected for this study. Parallel corpora domains and statistics 
are provided in detail in Section ‎2.1 and ‎2.3 respectively. 
The main categories of experiments performed in this study are the 
following. 
 Baseline Experiments 
 Experiments with Distance-based reordering 
 Experiments after applying word order transformation heuristic 
 Experiments using factored-based translation 
 Experiments with the combination of the techniques 
Experiments are performed using the parallel data for training set, 
development data set and test set from same corpora, unless stated 
otherwise. 
4.3.1 Baseline Experiments 
Our baseline setup is a plain phrase-based translation model (i.e. single-
factored) with only the bidirectional reordering model. In all experiments, 
language model consists of monolingual data and target Urdu corpora. To 
obtain the baseline results we perform different sets of experiments that 
are defined as follows. 
i. Un-normalized target data with un-normalized language 
model. 
ii. Normalized target data with normalized language model. 
iii. Normalized target data with mix9 language model. 
                                                        
9 Mix language model refers to the combination of un-normalized monolingual text and 
normalized target Urdu. Whereas un-normalized language model is combination of un-
normalized monolingual data and un-normalized target corpora and normalized language 
model is combination of normalized monolingual data and normalized target corpora. 
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iv. In all experiments where normalized target corpus is used, all 
Urdu data have been normalized, i.e. training data and 
reference translations of development and test data.  
Normalization steps are briefly discussed in Section ‎2.4. 
Un-normalized Target Data with Un-normalized LM 
First baseline experimental setup includes translation between source 
English data and un-normalized target Urdu data together with un-
normalized language model. In Table ‎4.4 we present the results of the 
baseline experiment. The results are composed of BLUE score evaluated 
over the test corpora and the n-gram precisions of the trained system. 
Parallel 
data 
BLEU-4 
n-gram precisions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Emille 21.16 0.55 0.26 0.15 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 
Penn 
Treebank 
18.47 0.59 0.26 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.009 0.005 
Quran 13.08 0.54 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.008 0.005 
Bible 8.88 0.47 0.14 0.05 0.02 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.001 
 
Table ‎4.4: Results of baseline system, with un-normalized target 
data and un-normalized language model 
The table clearly demonstrates that it is more difficult to reproduce the 
reference translation of Bible than in the case of the other corpora. In 
Table ‎4.5 we show input sentence from the Bible corpus, its reference 
translation and its respective output translation obtained using the first 
baseline experimental settings. 
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Input 
And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the 
second death. 
Reference 
ےتلازےو
ی
ہمےم
ی
ی
ِ
 
ج
جےیک ےكآےداىشاے
ِ
نلاعےشىاےتى
َ
مےر
ِ
 
 
بےیر ى
ُ
رےم
ی
ی
ِ
 
ج
جےیک ےكآےي ییے۔ےتئ
گ
۔ےتہےتى
َ
م 
Transliteration 
phir maut aur ˀālmi arwāḩ āg ke jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah āg kī 
jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
Output 
ےیر ى
ُ
رےيکےتہےي ییے۔ےتہےی
ک ےكآےو
ی
ہمےم
ی
ی
ِ
 
ج
جےتئا ججےا یی ِ
رےكن
ی
ی 
 
بےن
ّ
نہ
ج
جےشىاےتى
َ
مےشىا
۔ےتہےتى
َ
م 
Transliteration 
aur maut aur jahaddam phīnk diyā jāe jhīl meñ āg kī he – 
yah he kah dūsrī maut he.
 
Table ‎4.5: Output translation of baseline system, with un-normalized 
target data and un-normalized language model 
There are few issues associated with the translation generated by the 
baseline system. Firstly, although word ن
ّ
نہ
ج
ج is also a correct translation of 
word “hell” besides داىشاے
ِ
نلاع but it is wrong translation based on the 
context of the reference sentence. Secondly, the word “cast into” is 
wrongly translated into “تئا ججےا یی ِرےكن یی  ب” which is actually the translation of 
“throwing something”. The correct translation of “cast into” is “ تئگےتلاز” 
that has meaning of “putting into”.  
Another major issue with baseline translation is the wrong syntactic 
ordering of phrases/words. We can see in Example ‎4.2 taken from Table 
‎4.5 that the baseline system is unable to model the translation between 
language-pair that have different word order structures.  
Example ‎4.2: 
Input: into the lake of fire 
Reference: ےو یہم م یی ِ جج یک  كآ 
Transliteration: āgkī jhīlmeñ
Output: یک  كآ ےو یہم م یی ِ جج 
Transliteration: jhīl meñ āg kī 
Urdu uses reverse word order w.r.t. English in phrases of the type “X of Y”. 
The reference word order in this example is “fire of lake into” whereas the 
translation by the baseline system has “lake into fire of”. Although the 
system was able to flip “of fire” to “fire of”, it failed to reorder the whole 
trigram correctly. That shows the necessity of including some notion of 
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syntax in phrase-based MT systems. This problem can be further refine 
with the use of POS tagged language model that would ensure that the 
word order in reference phrase pair NN CM NN PR is mostly likely to 
occur compare to word order NN PR NN CM. where NN refers to “fire” and 
“lake”, CM refers to “of” and PR refers to “into”. 
Normalized Target Data with Normalized LM 
In the second baseline experimental setup, we perform translation 
between source English data and normalized target Urdu data together 
with normalized language model. In Table ‎4.6 we present the evaluation 
results of translations generated using current experimental setup. 
Parallel 
data 
BLEU-4 
n-gram precisions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Emille 21.89 0.56 0.27 0.16 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 
Penn 
Treebank 
18.48 0.59 0.26 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.008 0.005 
Quran 14.02 0.54 0.21 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.007 0.003 
Bible 9.10 0.5 0.15 0.05 0.02 0.007 0.002 0.001 0.00 
 
Table ‎4.6: Results on baseline system, with normalized target data and 
normalized language model 
In Table ‎4.7, the input sentence from Table ‎4.5 is presented to the 
baseline system trained on normalized data. The target reference 
sentence has been normalized, too. 
Input 
And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is 
the second death. 
Reference 
ر 
 
بےتىمےشىاےنلاعےداىشاےكآےیکےم ی
ی 
ج
جےےو ی
ہمےتلازےتئگےے۔ي ییےكآےی
کےم
ی
ی 
ج
جے
یر ىرےتىمےتہے۔ 
Transliteration 
phir maut aur ˀālmi arwāḩ āg ke jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah 
āg kī jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
Output 
ےیک ے۔ےا ییرےلازے
و
ی
ہمےتھ
ت
ےداىشاےنلاعےشىاےتىمےشىاےيکےتہےي ییے۔ےتہےكآےتکےم ی
ی 
ج
ج
۔ےتہےتىمےیر ىر 
Transliteration 
aur maut aur ˀālm arwāḩ the meñ ḍāl diyā. kī jhīl ke āg 
he. yah he kah dūsrī maut he. 
 
Table ‎4.7: Output translation of baseline system, with normalized target 
data and normalized language model 
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We can see few improvements in the obtained translation in Table ‎4.7 as 
compare to the output translation in Table ‎4.5. The improvements are 
correct translation of word “hell” and also “cast”. But conversely the 
output translation using current experimental settings has more un-
necessary words compare to the un-normalized translation scheme 
presented in Table ‎4.5. If we remove additional words “تھت”, “تک” and “تہ” 
from the output translation and reorder the verb phrase and noun phrase 
then the output translation can be understandable. 
Normalized Target Data with Mixed LM 
In Table ‎4.8 we present the evaluation results of baseline experiments 
performed on source English data and target normalized Urdu data 
together with mixed LM. 
Parallel 
data 
BLEU-4 
n-gram precisions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Emille 21.61 0.54 0.26 0.15 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.02 
Penn 
Treebank 
18.54 0.6 0.27 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.009 0.006 
Quran 13.14 0.56 0.21 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.007 0.004 
Bible 9.39 0.5 0.15 0.05 0.02 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.00 
 
Table ‎4.8: Results on baseline system, with normalized target data and 
mixed language model 
In Table ‎4.9, the input sentence from Table ‎4.5 and Table ‎4.7 is presented 
to the baseline system trained on normalized target corpus and mixed LM. 
The target reference sentence has been normalized, too. The output 
translation in Table ‎4.9 is roughly similar to the translation in Table ‎4.7 
with other additional words. 
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Input 
And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is 
the second death. 
Reference 
ر 
 
بےتىمےشىاےنلاعےداىشاےكآےیکےم ی
ی 
ج
جےےو ی
ہمےتلازےتئگےے۔ي ییےكآےی
کےم
ی
ی 
ج
جے
یر ىرےتىمےتہے۔  
Transliteration 
phir maut aur ˀālmi arwāḩ āg ke jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah 
āg kī jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
Output 
ےيکےتہےي ییے۔ےتہےكآےتکےم ی
ی 
ج
جےیک ےلاازےو ی
ہمےظاےتھ
ت
ےداىشاےنلاعےشىاےتىمےشىا
۔ےتہےتىمےیر ىر 
Transliteration 
aur mwt awr ˀālm arwāḩ the as mīñ ḍālā kī jhīl ke āg he. 
yah he kah dūsrī mwt he.
 
Table ‎4.9: Output translation of baseline system, with normalized target 
data and mixed language model 
To summarize all baseline experiment results, in Table ‎4.10 we compare 
BLEU scores before and after applying normalization on target corpora 
and language model. 
Parallel data 
BLEU Score 
Un-normalized Urdu 
Corpus / Un-
Normalized 
LM 
Normalized Urdu 
Corpus / 
Normalized LM 
Normalized Urdu 
Corpus / Mixed 
LM 
Emille 21.16 21.89 21.61 
Penn Treebank 18.47 18.48 18.54 
Quran 13.08 14.02 13.14 
Bible 8.88 9.10 9.39 
 
Table ‎4.10: comparison of baseline experiment results 
From Table 4.10 we can see that the BLUE score using un-normalized 
settings is always less than the other two normalized experimental 
settings in comparison to the results of all the corpora. Although the 
difference in BLEU score is not very significant in both un-normalized and 
normalized settings but our assumption for the gain in BLUE score for 
normalized target corpora is that the normalization helps in improving 
the translation model. Words that can be written in multiple ways are 
now written the same way in both training and test data, which makes it 
easier to learn the translation. This reason was also the motivation behind 
normalizing the Urdu data. However, we don’t claim that normalized 
settings always work better than the un-normalized settings and hence 
this observation is further required to be explored. 
The evaluation results of normalized LM and mixed LM experimental 
settings have some random behavior. The Quran corpus has significant 
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rise in BLEU score using normalized LM settings as compare to other two 
settings. The most apparent reason of this improvement is the large 
amount of Islamic monolingual data used in building LM that helps in 
improving the translation of Quran data. Penn and Bible data has small 
improvement over mixed LM settings compare to normalized LM. 
Mixed LM brings (mostly) better results than the other configurations. 
The reason could be that phrases that occur in the phrase table are 
covered by the LM (in the same form, i.e. if the parallel corpus is 
normalized, its Urdu part is included in LM also normalized). However, 
normalizing the rest of the monolingual data (which is much larger) 
probably just removes the information, while it has less direct impact on 
phrases from the parallel corpus. So far it's just a hypothesis, because we 
did not have time to collect supporting evidence and the chances could be 
that the deviation in BLEU score is merely random because the BLEU 
score drop does not seem to be statistically significant. 
The Mixed language model setting was initially created unintentionally 
but after seeing the results we decided to use its experimental settings 
with the all of the remaining experiments. Also, for comparisons among 
results using different experimental setup, we use the baseline results of 
normalized target data and mixed language model. 
4.3.2 Experiments with Distance-Based Reordering 
In this section we perform the experiments using the distance-based 
reordering model together with the bidirectional orientation model. The 
experiments are performed using the default distortion-limit defined in 
Moses. In Table ‎4.11, we show the results after using the distance-based 
reordering model on source and normalized target data. 
Parallel 
data 
BLEU-4 
n-gram precisions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Emille 23.59 0.57 0.29 0.17 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 
Penn 
Treebank 
22.74 0.6 0.3 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Quran 13.99 0.55 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.009 0.005 
Bible 13.16 0.5 0.19 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.004 0.001 
 
Table ‎4.11: Results of Distance-based reordering on source and 
normalized target data 
There is a significant rise in BLEU score of experiments with distance-
based reordering as compared to the baseline experiments results. That 
doesn’t necessarily indicate improvement in translation quality, as 
correlation between BLEU and human judgments is known to be lower for 
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inflectional free-word-order languages. Thus to verify also the 
improvement in translation quality in Table ‎4.12 we manually analyze the 
output of the distance-based system on the previously discussed input 
sentence from Bible data. 
 
Input 
And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is 
the second death. 
Reference 
ر 
 
بےتىمےشىاےنلاعےداىشاےكآےیکےم ی
ی 
ج
جےےو ی
ہمےتلازےتئگےے۔ي ییےكآےی
کےم
ی
ی 
ج
جے
یر ىرےتىمےتہے۔ 
Transliteration 
phir maut aur ˀālmi arwāḩ āg ke jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah 
āg kī jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
Output 
ےي ییے۔ےتہےاتا ججےلاازے
و
ی
ہمےم
ی
ی 
ج
جےیک ےكآےداىشاےنلاعےشىاےتىمےیک ےناےشىاےتھ
ت
۔ےتہےتىمےیر ىر 
Transliteration 
the aur un kī maut aur ˀālm arwāḩ āg kī jhīl meñ ḍālā 
jātā he. yah dūsrī maut he. 
 
Table ‎4.12: Output translation after adding Reordering Model 
Hence, after adding the reordering model we can see in output translation 
the correct ordering of phrase pair “into the lake of” which is previously 
discussed in Example ‎4.2. Also the verb phrase is precisely preceded by 
the objectival phrase “ ےو
ی
ہمےم
ی
ی 
ج
جےیک ےكآ”. There are still two major problems 
left with the obtained translations. Firstly, the un-necessary phrase “ ےشىاےتھت
یک ےنا” at the beginning of the sentence that makes the translation difficult 
to understand and secondly the wrong case ending of the verb phrase. 
Although output translation from the system with reordering model is not 
very good but, the reordering of the words at least makes quite rational 
word ordering in the output translation compared to the translation 
produced by the baseline system. Also, the translation of distance-based 
system is roughly understandable but output translation of baseline 
system is not understandable at all. 
4.3.3 Experiments after Applying Word Order Transformation 
We further performed experiments with preprocessed source corpora i.e. 
reordered English data using word order transformation scheme. In this 
experiment we only use the bidirectional orientation model of Moses.  
The results of experiments are presented in Table ‎4.13.  
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Parallel 
data 
BLEU-4 
n-gram precisions 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Emille 25.15 0.56 0.3 0.19 0.13 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.04 
Penn 
Treebank 
24.07 0.6 0.3 0.18 0.1 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Quran 13.37 0.5 0.2 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.007 0.002 
Bible 13.24 0.5 0.18 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.008 0.003 0.001 
 
Table ‎4.13: Translation Results after applying word order transformation 
scheme 
In Table ‎4.14 we compare the BLEU scores of baseline, distance-based 
model and word order transformation scheme. The results show the 
significant improvement in BLEU score of transformation-based model 
over the baseline and distance-based reordering model. Except in the 
Quran data where translation accuracy has decreased from 13.99 to 13.37 
compare to the distance-based model. One potential reason of drop in 
BLEU score could be atypical long sentences in Quran data while our 
transformation system contains limited number of transformation rules 
for reordering the long sentences. 
Parallel data 
BLEU Score 
Baseline 
Distance-based 
Model 
Word order 
Transformation 
Model 
Emille 21.61 23.59 25.15 
Penn Treebank 18.54 22.74 24.07 
Quran 13.14 13.99 13.37 
Bible 9.39 13.16 13.24 
 
Table ‎4.14: Comparison of baseline, distance-based model and 
transformation-based model Results 
In Table ‎4.15 we present the previously discussed input sentence from 
Bible data and its output translation generated by our reordering system. 
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Input 
And death and hell fire of the lake into cast were. This 
the second death is. 
Reference 
ر 
 
بےتىمےشىاےنلاعےداىشاےكآےیکےم ی
ی 
ج
جےےو ی
ہمےتلازےتئگےے۔ي ییےكآےی
کےم
ی
ی 
ج
جے
یر ىرےتىمےتہے۔ 
Transliteration 
phir maut aur ˀālmi arwāḩ āg ke jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah 
āg kī jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
Output ۔ےتہےتىمےیر ىرےي ییے۔ےا تےلاازےو یہمےم یی ججےیک ےكآےداىشاےنلاعےشىاےتىمےشىا 
Transliteration 
phr’ maut aur ˀālm arwāḩ āg kī jhīl meñ ḍāle gae. yah āg 
kī jhīl dūsrī maut he. 
 
Table ‎4.15: Output translation after preprocessing English data 
The reordering problem in phrase pair that is previously discussed in 
Example ‎4.2 is correctly translated into the output translation of 
transformation model. The ordering of subject, object and verb phrase is 
also correctly transformed into the default Urdu sentence structure. The 
interesting observation in this translation is the correct translation of 
word “and” at the beginning of the sentence onto the word “شىا” unlike the 
translation generated by distance-based models and baseline systems. 
Although “and” has the translation “ر 
 
ب” in reference translation but that is 
actually translation of “then” in Urdu not “and”. By keeping this fact in 
mind, our system has generated the translation that makes the sentence 
relatively understandable. The problem with the verb case ending also 
exists in our system. 
In Table ‎4.16 we present an input sentence from the Penn-Treebank 
corpus together with the translation output from different systems. Here 
we would like to mention that the reference translation of given sentence 
is not a well structured sentence. Reference is splitted into two sub 
clauses separated with the comma where the better translation could be 
written using a single clause like input sentence. Distance-based system 
tries to perform the reordering within certain word limits (e.g. the default 
of 6 words) whereas our transformation output has applied the long 
distance word ordering by correctly taking the main verb phrase at the 
end of the sentence.  
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Original 
sentence 
The Senate Banking Committee will begin hearings next 
week on their proposal to expand existing federal housing 
programs. 
Transformed 
input 
The Senate Banking Committee hearings next week their 
proposal existing federal housing programs expand to on 
begin will. 
Reference 
ےیق افىےيرى
ج
جىمے،ےیگ ے رکےؾىرشےتھفہےتلگاےو ی
ہتعان ےیٹ
ی
ینکےلنکن جیےٹ ی
ین
ی
ی 
۔ےر
 
یےس
ی
یى
ج
جتےیک ےناےیک ےتيرکےع
ی
ی ىےىکےهىمارگىر
 
یےلن 
ٔ
ىا  
Transliteration 
sīneṭ banking kamīṭī smāˀateñ agale hafte šurūˀ kare gī, 
mūjūdah waqāfī hāusing progrāmoñ ko wasīˀa karne kī un 
kī tajwīz par. 
Baseline 
ےیگ ے رکےؾىرشےیٹ
ی
ینکےلنکن جیےٹ ی
ین
ی
ی  hearingsےےیک ےناےر
 
یےشىطےتکےتھفہےتلگا
۔ےتکےهىمارگىر
 
یےلن 
ٔ
ىا ےیق افىےيرى
ج
جىمےت
یی
ل ےتکےتيرکےع
ی
ی ىےىکےس
ی
یى
ج
جت 
Transliteration 
sīneṭ banking kamīṭī šurūˀ kare gī hearings agale hafte ke 
ţūr par un kī tajwīz ko wasīˀa karne ke līe mūjūdah waqāfī 
hāusing progrāmoñ ke.
Distance 
model 
ےر
 
یےس
ی
یى
ج
جتےیک ےناےیگ ے رکےؾىرشےتھفہےتلگاےیٹ ی
ینکےلنکن جیےٹ ی
ین
ی
ی hearingsے
ے۔ےتہےت
یی
ل ےتکےتيرکےع
ی
ی ىےتکےهىمارگىر
 
یےلن 
ٔ
ىا ےیق افىےيرى
ج
جىم
Transliteration 
sīneṭ banking kamīṭī agale hafte šurūˀ kare gī un kī tajwīz 
par hearings mūjūdah waqāfī hāusing progrāmoñ ke 
wasīˀa karne ke līe he.
Transformatio
n scheme 
ےیق افىےيرى
ج
جىمےر
 
یےس
ی
یى
ج
جتےیک ےناےتھفہےتلگاےو ی
ہتعان ےیٹ
ی
ینکےیشاکن جی
ےیک ےٹ
ی
ین
ی
ی 
ے۔ےیگ ے رکےؾىرشےر
 
یےت
یی
ل ےتکےتيرکےع
ی
ی ىےتکےهىمارگىر
 
یےلن 
ٔ
ىا 
Transliteration 
sīneṭ kī bankārī kamīṭī smāˀateñ agale hafte un kī tajwīz 
par mūjūdah waqāfī hāusing progrāmoñ ke wasīˀa karne 
ke līe par šurūˀ kare gī. 
 
Table ‎4.16: Output translations after applying word order transformation 
 
The other noticeable fact is the correct translation of object phrase 
“hearings” by our system whereas the less sophisticated systems were 
unable to translate the object noun phrase. The plausible reason of 
translation of “hearings” is the formation of phrase pair “The Senate 
Banking Committee hearings” by our system which also exists in the 
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training corpus. Thus this phrase construction helped in retrieving 
correct translation of “hearings” from phrase table. 
In Urdu, constituents of compound noun phrases in the form “NNP1 NNP2” 
are separated using postpositions “NNP1 IN NNP2”. Due to brining subject 
and object phrase closer, much better translation of subject phrase 
(consists of compound noun) as shown in Example ‎4.3 is retrieved as 
appose to using its transliterated form as used in reference sentence. 
Example ‎4.3: 
 
 
According to our analysis the output translation produced by 
transformation system is much accurate then the output produced by 
baseline and distance-based models except the additional postposition 
“ر
 
ی” before the verb phrase “ یگ ے رکےؾىرش” at the end of the sentence. The 
reason of placing this postposition before verb phrase is quite obvious 
because of the incorrect occurrence of preposition “on” before verb 
phrase “begin will” in transformed input sentence. 
 
Figure ‎4.1: Transformed English tree of input sentence 
presented in Table 4.16. 
 
Input: 
Senate Banking Committee 
NNP1 NNP2 NNP3 
Reference: 
یٹ
ی
ینک لنکن جی ٹی
ین
ی
ی  
NNP3 NNP2 NNP1 
Output: 
یٹ
ی
ینک یشاکن جی
 یک  ٹ
ی
ین
ی
ی  
NNP3 NNP2 IN NNP1 
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In Figure ‎4.1 we show the reason of incorrect placing of preposition “on” 
before verb phrase. In our transformed tree the transformation rule PP -> 
IN NP correctly transformed into PP -> NP IN but this transformation 
actually generated error in the output translation because of the existence 
of sub-phrase “S” inside the noun phrase (NP). After deep analysis of sub-
phrase existence, we found out that in all those sentences where sub-
phrases exist in the form of “S” or “SBAR” (notions of Stanford Parser) we 
could programmatically remove the sub-phrase node and place it at the 
end of current transformation rule. For instance in our case the rule PP -
>NP IN will become PP -> NP IN S in transformed tree. The same scheme 
is also applicable for several other cases where sub-phrases split the 
constituents of phrase pair and cause error in translation. The current 
transformation system doesn’t include the proposed sub-phrasal 
techniques and we can produce more sophisticated translation output by 
our system after applying the sub-phrasal translation scheme.  
Due to syntactic reordering, the system has resulted into producing better 
translation output not only compare to a baseline systems but also 
distance-based models and can be improved further by applying the 
proposed changes. 
4.3.4 Experiments with Factored-Based Model 
In this section we perform the experiments using advance translation 
system of (plain) phrase-based MT i.e. factor-based model of Moses. The 
major reason of using factor-based model is to overcome the data 
sparseness issue that occurs due to translating the highly inflectional 
languages. In the following experiments we only use the bidirectional 
orientation model for reordering the phrases.  
We tried three different experimental settings in factor-based models as 
defined below. 
 
i. Array of factors compose of word, lemma and part-of-speech 
tag on both source and target side. 
ii. Only word and lemma on source side and word, lemma and 
part-of-speech on target side. 
iii. Only single factor (word) on source side and two factors i.e. 
word and part-of-speech tag on target side.  
Due to extensive memory requirements by the complex factor models in 
experiment (i) and (ii), we were unable to build the translation model. 
Whereas we only succeeded in building translation model using 
experimental setting (iii) which is less complicated than other two 
models. In all experiments based on factor-based model we use simple 
factor model i.e. experimental setting (iii) together with part-of-speech 
tagged language model. In Table ‎4.17 we present the baseline results and 
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the factorization results that are achieved after performing the 
experiments by using factor-based model. 
 
Parallel data 
BLEU-4 
Factorization Baseline 
Emille 17.48 21.61 
Penn Treebank 16.92 18.54 
Quran 12.92 13.14 
Bible 8.55 9.39 
 
Table ‎4.17: Translation Results of using only Factor-based model 
As we can see from Table 4.17 that with the use of only factorization, 
BLEU score has decreased significantly compare to the baseline results. 
We further try experiments using factorization together with the 
distance-based reordering model and also transformation-based 
reordering model. In Table ‎4.18 and Table ‎4.19 we further provide the 
evaluation results of experiments performed simultaneously with 
distance-based reordering model and transformation-based reordering 
model together with the factorization model. 
Parallel data 
BLEU-4 
Factorization + 
Distance Based Model 
Only Distance-Based 
Model 
Emille 23.35 23.59 
Penn Treebank 19.82 22.74 
Quran 12.62 13.99 
Bible 12.25 13.16 
 
Table ‎4.18: Translation Results of using factorization with Distance-based 
reordering model 
As we can see from Table ‎4.18 and Table ‎4.19 that adding factorization 
doesn’t bring the significant improvement over already achieved results 
by using only reordering models but it indeed improved the results 
obtained in Table ‎4.17 by using only factorization without distance-based 
and transformation-based rendering schemes. In Table ‎4.20 we further 
investigate the output translation using factored-based model and the 
possible reason of the decrease in BLEU score. 
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Parallel data 
BLEU-n 4 
Factorization + 
Transformation Based 
Model 
Only Transformation-
Based Model 
Emille 25.18 25.15 
Penn Treebank 22.64 24.07 
Quran 13.59 13.37 
Bible 11.86 13.24 
 
Table ‎4.19: Translation Results of using factorization with 
Transformation-based reordering model 
In the example shown in Table 4.20 we can see that the verb “use” is 
translated into pos tag sequence “NN VBL AUXT SM” and positioned at the 
start of the sentence instead of putting it at the end of the sentence. The 
pos tag sequence “PR KER NNCM QW AUXA AUXT SM” at the end of the 
sentence don’t correspond to any word pair in the input sentence and also 
don’t match with the reference sentence. The noticeable point here is that 
in reference translation verb phrase “لانعت ا” is wrongly tagged as noun 
instead of verb and verb “تئ جچ ییک” is also tagged as noun instead of light verb. 
 
Input Use this leaflet as a guide. 
Reference 
ظا|PRےف
ی
یل|NNےٹل|NNےىک|CMےشىط
ج
ب|RBےڈ
ی
یئاگ|NNPےلانعت ا|NNے
تئ جچ ی
یک|NNے۔|SM 
Transliteration 
us|PR līf|NN laṭ|NN ko|CM baṭor|RB gāīḍ|NNP 
astaˀamāl|NN kījie|NN .|SM 
Output 
لانعت ا|NNےتترک|VBLےےو
ی
ہ |AUXTے۔|SMےظا|PRےٹلف ییل|NNےىک|CMے
ڈ
ی
یئاگ|NNPےتک|KERےشىط|NNےر
 
ی|CMےظا|PRےتک|KERےدع جی|NNCMے
ا
ی
یک|QWےاتىہ|AUXAےتہ|AUXTے۔|SM 
Transliteration 
astaˀamāl|NN karte|VBL heñ|AUXT .|SM us|PR līflaṭ|NN 
ko|CM gāīD|NNP ke|KER ṭor|NN par|CM us|PR ke|KER 
bˀd|NNCM kyā|QW hotā|AUXA he|AUXT .|SM 
 
Table ‎4.20: Output translation using Factored-based model 
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After analyzing the multiple output translations of factorization model 
only we found out that due to lack of reordering, factorization model 
produce the translation of verbal phrase in the beginning or middle of the 
sentence by following the word order of input sentence and also try to 
embed extra auxiliaries or verbal phrase at the end of sentence by 
following the probable POS tag sequence of Urdu sentence i.e. SOV using 
the POS tagged LM. 
Input Use this leaflet as a guide. 
Transformed input A guide as this leaflet use. 
Reference 
ظا|PRےف
ی
یل|NNےٹل|NNےىک|CMےشىط
ج
ب|RBےڈ
ی
یئاگ|NNPےلانعت ا|NNے
تئ جچ ی
یک|NNے۔|SM 
Transliteration 
us|PR līf|NN laṭ|NN ko|CM baṭor|RB gāīḍ|NNP 
astaˀamāl|NN kījie|NN .|SM 
Output 
ظا|PRےف
ی
یل|NNےٹل|NNےىک|CMےشىط
ج
ب|RBےڈ
ی
یئاگ|NNPےلانعت ا|NNے
و
ی
یرک|VBے۔|SM 
Transliteration 
us|PR līf|NN laṭ|NN ko|CM baṭor|RB gāīḍ|NNP 
astaˀamāl|NN kareñ|VB .|SM
 
Table ‎4.21: Output translation using Factored-based model and 
Transformation-based reordering 
 
We can see the improved translation (after using the transformation 
model together with the factorized system) of the same sentence 
presented previously in Table 4.20. The only difference in reference and 
output translation is the different form of the verb phrase i.e. translation 
of “use” into “و
ی
یرک” instead of “تئ جچ ییک”. Due to marking of correct verb form as 
noun in reference translation, POS tagged LM give more significance to 
the phrasal pair tagged as verb to put at the end of the sentence. From this 
example we can see that the wrong POS tagging is also the cause in 
decrease of evaluation score even then the translation is quite 
understandable. We couldn’t gather further evidence on decrease in BLEU 
score because of  using factorization model and hence this dilemma is still 
need to be resolved.  
Summary 
In this chapter we performed different set of experiments to produce the 
output Urdu translation given the source English sentence. To refine the 
output generated by baseline systems we further carried out experiments 
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using different reordering models and Moses factorized phrase-based MT. 
The output sentences generated using transformation-based reordering 
generally performed well over the output generated by distance-based 
reordering models. Moreover, factorized phrase-based MT didn’t’ bring 
improvement in evaluation results and same could be assumed for the 
translation quality as well. In this work we provided the initial hypothesis 
on the failure of factorization but this is only our assumption and it is 
further required to be explored. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusion 
In the preceding chapters we have seen the specific improvement 
techniques in the domain of statistical machine translation for English-
Urdu language pair. The general idea was to produce the grammatically 
coherent and human understandable translation given the input English 
sentence. In this final chapter, we summarize our approach and 
substantiate key results.  We further provide the comparison to related 
work, and we close this study work by drawing conclusions and giving 
directions of future research. 
5.1 Summary 
In this study, we address the translation issues between languages with 
significant word order differences modeled using the phrase-based 
machine translation systems. In order to approach the translation issues 
due to word order difference, we captured the syntactic structure of 
natural language by parsing the source English corpora.  
We initiated this research work with the collection of English-to-Urdu 
parallel corpora and huge target side monolingual corpora. Then we 
further proceeded with the description of the translation issues inherent 
to the (simple) phrase-based machine translation systems and devised 
different techniques to improve the quality of the translation produced by 
PBT systems.  Thus, the introduced techniques are based on modeling 
translation issues from two perspectives (i) dealing with the issues 
caused by difference in syntactic structure of distant word order 
languages, and (ii) introducing morphology into the system to overcome 
the data sparseness issue extremely probable for translating highly 
inflected languages. 
The improvement techniques themselves give rise to the further two 
questions that how syntax would be possibly integrated into the PBT 
systems and how we can formulate the model that deal with the data 
sparseness problem.  We tackled with the first problem by reducing word 
order difference between both languages i.e. made both languages 
syntactically similar to each other. We parse a source English corpus and 
apply the word order transformation over a corpus. This results in 
transformed English corpus having the syntactic structure similar to the 
structure of target side of parallel corpora. The transformation is applied 
Chapter 
5 
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after the deep analysis of parallel corpora and by extracting the 
transformation rules that represent the most common word order 
mapping of syntactic structures. This technique indeed showed its 
viability, leading to a potential improvement in translation accuracy in 
terms of BLUE score for instance for Emille Corpus from 21.61% to 
25.15% compared to our baseline system from 23.6% to 25.15% compare 
to the distance-based reordering model of PBT systems. 
The second problem is dealt by using the factored-based translation 
systems which is an extended framework of PBT systems. The factored-
based models overcome the data sparseness issue by using the additional 
part-of-speech tagged language model that generalizes well over the n-
grams that are not seen before by using the correct tag sequences but 
possibly with the different words. We first tried to build the complex 
factorization model but couldn’t succeed due to extensive memory 
requirement. Further we continued using the simple factorized model 
which didn’t provide the satisfactory results on baseline experiments but 
equally performed well together with the use of transformation-based 
reordering model. However, there is a potential space for improvement 
by using the more accurate POS tagger for Urdu. Our translation 
improvement approaches can show more capabilities if we can add 
further training data into the system (current systems are trained on only 
few thousands of parallel sentences). 
In the following section we compare our approach to the related work to 
our study i.e. with Google’s English-to-Urdu Statistical Machine 
Translation System. 
5.2 Comparison to Related work 
In this section we compare our evaluation scores with the Google’s 
English to Urdu translation system with our four translation systems 
trained on Emille, Penn Treebank, the Bible and the Quran data. In Table 
5.1 we present the evaluation scores on translation produced by Google’s 
translation system on the same normalized test data used for the 
evaluation of our trained systems and its comparison with the results of 
output produced by our baseline system and word order transformation 
system. 
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Parallel data 
BLEU-4 
Google’s 
Translation System 
Our System 
Baseline 
Transformation 
System 
Emille 19.31 21.61 25.15 
Penn Treebank 9.30 18.54 24.07 
Quran 21.44 13.14 13.37 
Bible 5.72 9.39 13.24 
 
Table ‎5.1: comparison of the results produced by Google’s translation 
system and our baseline and word order transformation system 
Our transformation systems clearly outperformed Google’s evaluation 
scores on three of the parallel data results except Quran data. Although 
we cannot directly compare both systems BLEU scores as both systems 
are trained on different parallel data. Nevertheless, Google systems use 
parallel data that consist of millions of tokens perhaps collected from 
various domains and our systems are trained on few thousand of parallel 
sentences extracted from limited domains. This fact can indirectly lead us 
to the comparison of both systems output. 
After having compared our work to related research work, we move to 
the last part of this chapter, concluding and pointing out directions of 
future work. 
5.3 Conclusion and future work 
In the presented text, we have described improvements in English-Urdu 
translation produced using phrase-based machine translation system, 
Moses. We applied two techniques where we achieved significantly 
improved results after applying preprocessing technique on source data. 
The results obtained after applying preprocessing on data can be 
improved further by applying the proposed modifications in word order 
transformation system. We are looking forward to further improve this 
work by possibly introducing the bilingual dictionary to minimize the 
percentage of out of vocabulary words that remain un-translated in the 
system output. In future we would like to further improve the reordering 
model of transformation system by accumulating more transformation 
rules that covers relatively long sentences as well. 
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APPENDIX A: WORD ORDER TRANSFORMATION RULES 
 
  
English Grammar Rule Transformation Order 
S -> NP VP nochange 
S -> ADVP VP reverse 
S -> ADVP VP NP 2 0 1 
SBAR -> WHNP S nochange 
SINV -> ADVP VP NP 2 0 1 
SINV -> MD NP VP 1 2 0 
SQ -> MD NP VP 1 2 0 
SQ -> VB* RB NP VP nochange 
NP -> NP PP reverse 
NP -> NP PP PP 0 2 1 
NP -> NP PP . 1 0 2 
NP -> DT NN RB 2 0 1 
NP -> DT NN S 2 0 1 
NP -> NP NN NNS 2 1 0 
NP -> NP PRN PP 2 0 1 
NP -> NP LRB PP RRB 0 3 2 1 
NP -> RB JJ PRN 2 0 1 
NP -> default nochange 
VP -> TO VP reverse 
VP -> VB* NP reverse 
VP -> VB* PP reverse 
VP -> VB* NP UCP 1 0 2 
VP -> VB* ADJP reverse 
VP -> VB* ADVP reverse 
VP -> VB* ADVP ADVP 1 2 0 
VP -> VB* S nochange 
VP -> VB* : S nochange 
VP -> VB* S : S nochange 
VP -> VB* : SQ nochange 
VP -> VB* PP : SQ 1 0 2 3 
VP -> VB* ADJP nochange 
VP -> VB* ADJP , ADJP 1 2 3 0 
VP -> VB* ADVP VP 1 2 0 
VP -> ADVP VB* NP 0 2 1 
VP -> ADVP VB* PP 2 0 1 
VP -> ADVP VB* PP SBAR 2 0 1 3 
VP -> VB* RB VP 2 0 1 
VP -> MD RB VP 2 0 1 
VP -> MD ADVP VP 1 2 0 
VP -> MD , ADVP , VP nochange 
VP -> MD RB ADVP VP 2 3 0 1 
VP -> MD RB PP VP 2 3 0 1 
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VP -> VB* NP PP reverse 
VP -> VB* PP NP 1 2 0 
VP -> VB* PP NP S 1 2 0 3 
VP -> VB* NP PP PP 1 2 3 0 
VP -> VB* PP PP 1 2 0 
VP -> VB* PP PP , SBAR 1 2 0 3 4 
VP -> VB* NP NP 1 2 0 
VP -> VP CC VP nochange 
VP -> ADVP VP CC VP nochange 
VP -> VP , CC VP nochange 
VP -> VP , VP CC VP nochange 
VP -> VP CC VP CC VP nochange 
VP -> VP , CC VP PP nochange 
VP -> , CC VP : nochange 
VP -> VB* CC VB* NP 0 1 3 2 
VP -> VP , NP 2 1 0 
VP -> VB* , PP , S 1 2 3 0 4 
VP -> VB* ADJP S nochange 
VP -> VB* ADJP S SBAR PP 1 0 2 3 4 
VP -> VB* ADVP PP 1 2 0 
VP -> VB* SBAR nochange 
VP -> VB* PRN nochange 
VP -> VB* PRN SBAR nochange 
VP -> VB* PP SBAR 1 0 2 
VP -> VB* RB ADJP SBAR 2 1 0 3 
VP -> VB* NP ADVP 1 2 0 
VP -> VB* NP ADVP SBAR 1 2 0 3 
VP -> VB* NP ADVP PP 1 3 2 0 
VP -> VB* NP ADVP PP SBAR 1 3 2 0 4 
VP -> ADVP VP NP ADVP 3 2 0 1 
VP -> VB* PRT NP SBAR nochange 
VP -> VB* NP PRT PP PP 2 3 4 1 0 
VP -> VB* PRT NP ADVP , SBAR 3 2 1 0 4 5 
VP -> VB* ADVP ADJP S 1 2 0 3 
VP -> RB VP CC ADVP VP nochange 
VP -> VB* NP PP , CC VB* NP 2 1 0 3 4 6 5 
VP -> default reverse 
PP -> IN NP reverse 
PP -> TO NP reverse 
PP -> IN S reverse 
ADJP -> default nochange 
ADVP -> ADVP PP reverse 
ADVP -> RBR IN RB reverse 
WHPP -> IN WHNP reverse 
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OF TRANSLATED TEXT 
 
B.1. Source Sentences  
1) you can get these from your social security office . 
2) poor transport contributes to social exclusion in two ways . 
3) first , it restricts access to activities that enhance people ' s life chances , such as 
work , learning , health care , food shopping , and other key activities . 
4) second , deprived communities suffer disproportionately from pedestrian deaths , 
pollution and the isolation which can result from living near busy roads . 
5) there are number of contributors to social exclusion . 
6) poor transport is just one of them . 
7) many people experiencing social exclusion will not suffer from poor transport . 
8) however , poor transport can be an important factor in restricting access to 
opportunity . 
9) it can therefore undermine key government objectives on welfare to work , raising 
educational achievement and narrowing health inequalities , and has costs for 
individuals , businesses , communities and the state . 
10) transport can be a significant barrier to accessing work : 
11) two out of five jobseekers say lack of transport is a barrier to getting a job . 
12) one in four jobseekers say that the cost of transport is a problem getting to 
interviews . 
13) one in four young people have not applied for a particular job in the last 12 
months because of transport problems . 
14) one in 10 people in low - income areas have turned down a job in the last twelve 
months because of transport . 
15) young people with driving licences are twice as likely to get jobs than those 
without . 
16) poor transport is linked to young people dropping out of college : 
17) sixteen - to 18 - year - olds spend on average £ 370 a year on transport . 
18) forty - seven per cent of 16 - to 18 - year - olds experience difficulty with this cost . 
19) six per cent of 16 - to 24 - year - olds turn down training or further education 
opportunities because of problems with transport . 
20) for those who rely on public transport , getting to hospitals is particularly difficult , 
and can lead to missed health appointments : 
21) thirty - one per cent of people without a car have difficulties travelling to their 
local hospital , compared to 17 per cent of people with a car . 
22) seven per cent of people without cars say they have missed , turned down , or 
chosen not to seek medical help over the last 12 months because of transport 
problems . 
23) this is double the rate in the general population . 
24) children from the lowest social class are five times more likely to die in road 
accidents than those from the highest social class . 
25) sixteen per cent of people without cars find access to supermarkets hard , 
compared with six per cent of people with cars . 
26) poor transport can also affect people ' s participation in a range of other activities . 
27) including seeing friends and family , volunteering and caring , religious activities , 
exercise and cultural activities . 
28) eighteen per cent of people without a car find seeing friends and family difficult 
because of transport , compared with eight per cent for car owners . 
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 noitalsnarT ecnerefeR .2.B
وے۔ )1
ی
ی ىش ٹیےآف ےستےممے کھتے ہ
  ىتےسىشمے کی
 یی يےآةےکىےای
یےاخراخے )2
ج
ىشثےستے ناج
 
یی کسکلىطنے)ےناقصےٹراهسی
ی قتےستےاضافيےہىتاےہتے۔(ے ناخےستےاخراخے۔ےسىشمےا
وےرىےطر ی
ی
 مہ
وے )3
ی
تےمہ
ی
ی فی
ىے ىوىهے کیےضندگیےکتےمىاقعے کیےکی
ج
یےمچدىرےہىےجج ا ایےہتےج
ىهےتكےش ا ئ
ی
لےتىےیی يےکيے،ےاظےستےانے رگرمی
ہ
 
اضافيےکر ایےے 
اهے۔
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
یےشای  نلے،ےاىشےرى ریےکلی
 الے،ےخىشاقے ک
ج
ی نےجاصمےکرناے،ےصچتے کیےریی کھےب
ی ستےکامے،ےتعلی
ی وے،ےجج ی
  ہ
بےشہىتے )4
ی
ی دلےج  لىتےىا ىهے کیےامىاتے،ےماجىلے کیےآ ىر گیےاىشےمصرىـے زکىهےکتےقری
ی
ی 
ىهےکىے
ی
ىنٹی
ی
رى ر ےیی يےکيے،ےمچرىمےکنی
فےکاے
ی
للےی  هے کیےتکالی
جج يےستےامکا ىیےللےت 
ناےکرناےی  زتاےہتے۔کیےى
رےمتنا بےجدےتكے ام
ی
 غہ
وے۔ )5
ی
وےاضافيےکريتےىالتےمتعدرےعىاممے ہ
ی
یےاخراخےمہ
ج
  ناج
 ناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےانےمہی وےستےصرـےایی كےہتے۔ )6
  ناجج یےاخراخےیج رراشتےکريتےىالتے ج ہتےستے ىوىهےکىےناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےکاے امناےنہہی وےکرناےی  ز ےگاے۔ )7
ىشثےمىقعيےتكےش ا ئیےکىےمح )8
 
یی عيےہىے کتاےہتے۔تاہنے،ےناقصےٹراهسی
 رىرےکريتےکاےایی كےاہنےسش
جیےکتےرشجج يےکىےیج لندےکريتے،ےاىشےصچتےکتےاندشےمختلفےقسنے کیےنایج رایج ریےکىےکنےکريتےکتے )9
ا ب
ی
ی میےکامی
ئتے،ےیی يےکامے،ےتعلی
اظے ل
ىهےاىش
ی
ىنٹی
ی
یج اشیےاراشىهے،ےکنی
قےفلادےستےہتےی  رےمنفیےاثرےزالے کتیےہتے،ےاىشےاظے کیےافرارے،ےکاشى
ے رکاشیےمقاصدےجج هےکاےتعل
یےی  ز ایےہتے۔
نتےاراےکر ى
ی
 اشیےقی
ج
یی ا تےکىےب
 ش
ھتےمہی وےایی كےقایج مےسکرےشکاىثےہىے کتیےہت )01
ىشثےکامےتكےش ا ئیےکتےشا 
 
 : ٹراهسی
وےشکاىثےہتے۔ )11
ی
  ہنچ  ىتے کیےشايےمہ
ىشثےکامےتكے 
 
ی وےستےرىےکاےکہناےہتےکيےناقصےٹراهسی
 ی  انچےشىضگاشےتلاعےکريتےىا ىهےمہ
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  ىتےکتے لسلتےمہی وےایی كےےشىضگاشےتلاعےکريتےىالتےج  اشےافرارےمہی وےستےایی كےکا )21
ہنچ
 
وے 
ی
ىےمہ
ی
ىشثے کیےلاگتےانٹرىب
 
کہناےہتےکيےٹراهسی
 مسئليےہتے۔
ئتےرشخىا تےے21ج  اشےنىجج ىانىهےمہی وےستےایی كےيتےٹراهسی  ىشثےکتےمسائمے کیےىجج يےستےی  م  لتے )31
ےکسیےخاغےجج ابےکتے ل
و
ی
یىتےمہ
مہی
وےریے۔
ی
 نہہ
وے )41
ی
لتےیج اشے01کنےآمدىیےىالتےعلاقىهےمہ
 
 
ی ساےہتےجج سےيتےی  م
ےستےایی كےای
و
ی
جج يےافرارےمہ
ىشثے کیےى
 
یىتےستےٹراهسی
ےجج ابےلی
و
ی
یىتےمہ
يےمہی
اےہتے۔
ی
 ستےانکاشےکی
 زشائیی ىنلےلائسنسےىالتےنىجج ىانىهےکاےلائسنسےکتےیج غہی رے ىوىهےکتےمقایج لتےمہی وےجج ابےجاصمےکريتےکاےامکانےرىےگناےہتے۔ )51
ئتےیج غہی رےج  لتےجج ايتےکتے اتھےجج زیےہىئیےہت )61
نےجاصمے ک
ی
ىانىهےکتےتعلی
ج
ىشثےکالجےستےنىج
 
 : ناقصےٹراهسی
 ٹرا ی  ىشثےی  رےخرحےکرتتے ہی وے۔ے073ے£ الےکتےنىجج ىانے الےمہی وےاىسطاےے81سىليےستے )71
وے۔ے%ے74 الےکتےے81سىليےستے )81
ی
وےرقتےمچسىظےکرتتے ہ
ی
ىانےاظےخرحےکتے لسليےمہ
ج
 نىج
وےے%ے6 الےکتےے42ستے 61 )91
ی
ی ھتے ہ
ی شهےکتےمىاقعےستےانکاشےکرےری
یی جج ىکی
ی ننلےیی اےفررشےا
جج يےستےٹری
ىشثےکتےمسائمے کیےى
 
ىانےٹراهسی
ج
نىج
 ۔
  ہنچ  ناےخاغےطىشےی  رےمشکمےہىتاےہتے،ےاىشےاظےکتےنتیی چج يےجج ىے ىكےی  یج م )02
  تالے 
ی وے،ےانےکتے لئتےہسی
  ىشثےی  رےانمصاشےکرتتے ہ
قےٹراهسی
وے
ی
ہنچے کہ
 
  ىائنٹننٹىهےی  رےنيے 
وےاب
ی
وےہىے کتاےہتےکيےىيےصچتےکتے لسليےمہ
ی
 : مہ
رے )12
ی
  ىتےمقامیےہسی  تالےتكےسفرے%ے71 ىوىهےکىے،ےکاشےىالتے ىوىهےکتےے%ے13کاشےکتےیج غہ
وےای
ی
ج لتےمہ
شےےکتےمقای
ی
ی
ی 
ی وےمشکلاتے
کريتےمہ
وے۔
ی
 آ ایے ہ
رے )22
ی
لتےے%ے7کاشىهےکتےیج غہ
 
 
جج يےستےانےکىےی  م
ىشثےکتےمسائمے کیےى
 
وےکيےٹراهسی
ی
کمےمدرےستےمچرىمےے21 ىكےکہھتے ہ
یی
ڈ
ی
وےمی
ی
یىتےمہ
مہی
اےہتے۔
ی
صليےکی
ی
یىتےکاےفی
یىتےستےانکاشےکرےریی اےہتےیی اےنيےلی
کمےمدرےلی
یی
ڈ
ی
 ہىناےی  زاےہتے،ےیی اےانہىهےيتےمی
 گناےہتے۔یی يےعمىمیےآیج اریے کیےشردےستےرى )32
یےتریی هے ناجج یےطیج قيےکتے )42
ٰ
ی وےمريتےکاےامکانےاعل
ىهےکتے زقےکتےجارثاتےمہ
 
ج
ی
ج قيےستےآيتےىالتےیج ی
یےطی
ج
هے ناج
ی
ستےتری
 
ی
یی اريےہتے۔
ےی  انچےگناےض
و
ی
  ىهےکتےمقایج ليےمہ
ج
ی
 یج ی
رے )52
ی
  ىتےمہی وے،ےکاشىهےىالتے ىوىهےکتےے%ے61کاشىهےکتےیج غہ
ہنچ
 
ٹىهےتكے 
ی
  رےماشکی
کتےمقایج لتےمہی وے،ےضیی اريےمشکمےے%ے6 ىكے ہ
وے۔مچسىظے
ی
 کرتتے ہ
 ناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثے،ےرى ریے رگرمیی ىهےکتےایی كےیج ز ے لسليےمہی وے ىوىهے کیےشرکتےی  رےبج ھیےاثرےانداضےہىے کتیےہتے۔ )62
انےمہی وےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانےستےملناے،ےشضاکاشانيےکامےکرناےاىشےریی کھےبج الےکاےکامےکرناے،ےمذہبج یے رگرمیی اهے،ےىشضعےاىشےثقافتیے )72
وے۔
ی
اهےشاممے ہ
ی
  رگرمی
رے )82
ی
ےستےکاشےکتےیج غہ
و
ی
وےستےے%ے81 ىوىهےمہ
ی
کتےمقایج ليےمہی وے،ےٹراهسی  ىشثے کیےىجج يےستےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانےے%ے8کىے،ےکاشےمالکىهےمہ
یی اريےمشکمےمچسىظےہىتاےہتے۔
 ىا ىهےستےملناےض
رے ىوىهےکتے،ےفرصتےکتےمشاغمےکتےمراکسے )92
ی
  ہنچ  ىتے)ےے%ے9(ےکاشےکتےیج غہ
وے 
ی
ىهےمہ
ی
رب
ی
مہی وےمشکمےمچسىظے)ےے%ے7(ےاىشےلائہج ری
یی اريےہتے۔ےکريتےکاےامکان
ج ھیےرىگناےض
 ب
وےہتے۔ )03
ی
ی یج اےایی كےگ رانيےکىےکاشےتكےر ترظےجاصمےنہہ
ی وےستےتقری
هےگ رانىهےمہ
ی
 تہ
ىتےی  رےانمصاشےکرتتے ہی وے،ےاىشےیج سىهے،ےخاندانےاىشےرى تىهےستےلفٹےاىشےٹیی کسیی ىهےی  رے )13
ی دلےج  ل
ی
ی 
یی اريےترے
ىيےارھرےارھرےجج ايتےکتے لئتےض
ج ھیے۔
 ب
ھىٹاےجصيےہى )23
 
ہتےج
ج
یی مےانےکتےسفرےکاے 
 تاےہتے۔ائکلنلےاىشےش
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وے )33
ی
هےقسنے کیےشکاىٹہ
ی
وے ىوىهےکىےتہ
ی
  ہنچ  ىتےمہ
ىهےتكے 
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
 الےاىشےرى ریےکلی
ج
ی نےجاصمےکريتے،ےصچتے کیےریی کھےب
کامے،ےتعلی
وے
ی
شےآ کتیے ہ
ی
ی
ی 
 : 
یے )43
ج
ا ب
ی
ہنچے کھتے۔:ےش ا ئیےاىشےر تی
 
وے 
ی
ی قتےستےنہہ
ی ویےطىشےی  رےاىشےمحفىؽےطر ی
قی
یی
وے
ی
دیےمقاماتےتكےمعقىلےىقتےمہ
ی
  ىكےکلی
ٹےىشقےکاے )53
ی
جج يےنی
  ىشثےکاےناقصےتىاترےاىشےاظےکاےقایج مےاعتیج اشےنيےہىناےیی اےقایج مےش ا ئیےسہىلتىهےاظے کیےى
ی لاوے،ےی  یج لكےٹراهسی
 ی
 
ناقصےب
 کاےفقدانےہىے کتاےہتے۔
وےستےصرـے )63
ی
ےستےصرـےے02یج سىهےمہ
و
ی
يىهےمہ
ی
صدےاىشےٹری
ی
یی کٹےکتےتچتےنئتےے01فی
شهےا
ی
ی صدے،ےزظےایج لٹیےزظےکریےمیےنی
فی
وے۔
ی
ىشاےاترتتے ہ
 
یےی  رےب
طےش ا ئ
ج
 ضىاب
یجتےفاصلىهے،ےاظےکتےعلاىيے )73
یی اريےلن
  ہنچ  ىتےکتے لئتےج  لىتےکتےض
ىهےتكے 
 
ىتےىالتے ىكے،ےیجسے ٹاب
رےشہ
ی
ےکاشےکتےیج غہ
و
ی
ی ہیےعلاقىهےمہ
،ےر 
وے۔
ی
ج  اشےہىتتے ہ
هےمسائمےستےرى
ی
جج يےستےخاغےطىشےی  رے نگہ
 اىشے رىظےکتےکنےتىاترے کیےى
  ىكےسا ایےیی اےی  یج لكےٹراهسی  ىشثےیج رراشتےکريتے کیے کتےنہہی وےشک ھتے۔:ےلاگتے )83
ھ )93
 
ی  م
ے۔یج سىهےکتےکراۓے
و
ی
یےیج زھے گئتے ہ
ی یج اےایی كےتہا ئ
ی وےتقری
 لتےی  ندشيے الےمہ
  ىتےگ رايتےکتےہفتيےىاشےخرحےکاےتقریی یج اےایی كےج  ىت ا ئیےمىٹرنلےی  رےخرحےکرتتے )04
ج ھیے،ےای
یےىالتےگ رايتےجج هےکتے اهےکاشےہتےب
کنےآمدى
وے۔
ی
  ہ
ىشثے:ےسفرےکتےافقے )14
 
ے،ےیی اےشایی دےٹراهسی
و
ی
چ  اتتے ہ
ک
ئتےسفرےکريتےستےہچ 
یجتےفاصلتےکتے ل
ج یےمدتےیی اےلن
یے رىسىهےی  رے ىكےلنب
ک
وے۔
ی
وے ہ
ی
ىشیےطردےآگايےنہہ
 
ھتےیی اےانےستےب
وےشک 
ی
 اعتنارےنہہ
 
 tuptuO metsyS enilesaB .3.B
ىش ٹیےآف ےستےہتے۔ )1
ی
  ىتےسىشمے کی
وےانےکىےای
ی
  آةےجاصمےکرے کھتے ہ
ىشث )2
 
قىهےستےہتے۔ setubirtnoc ناقصےٹراهسی
ی
ی وےرىےطری
یےاخراخےمہ
ج
  کىے ناج
لےتىےیی ي )3
ہ
 
،ے،ےمثالےکتےطىشےی  رےکامےکرتتے secnahc  ىوىهے کیےضندگی ecnahne ىهےستےکيجاصمےکريتے کیے رگرمی stcirtser  
ىهےستےہتے۔
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
یےشای  نلے،ےاىشےرى ریےکلی
اءے ک
ی
 الے،ےک ايتے کیےاشی
ج
ے،ےاىشے،ےصچتے کیےریی کھےب
و
ی
   ہ
وےستےا تعنالےستےامىاتے،ے )4
ی
ےجج ه ہ
و
ی
ےمیج تلاے ہ
و
ی
ىهےمہ
ی
ىنٹی
ی
ىےا noitalosi اىش noitullopرى ریے،ےمچرىمےکنی
ج
ظےکتےہتےج
وے۔
ی
صرىـے زکىهےی  رے ہ
وےستےضندگیےگساشيتےکتےم
ی
ی چج يےمہ
  نتی
  کىے ناجج یےاخراخےستےمتعلقےہتے۔ srotubirtnoc ایی سیے ہی وےجج هے کیےتعدار )5
  ناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےہ ےتىےانےمہی وےستےایی كےہتے۔ )6
ہتےستے ىك )7
ج
ىشثےہتے۔ gnicneirepxe  
 
سےناقصےٹراهسی
ی
ےج  الی
و
ی
ےکر ےگاےجج سےمہ
و
ی
یےاخراخےنہہ
ج
   ناج
وےتاےہنے،ےناقصے )8
ی
تاےہتےی  رےمہ
ىشثےہىے ک
 
  تكےش ا ئیےجاصمےکريتےکاےمىقعےملتاےہتے۔ gnitcirtser ٹراهسی
ھتے ہی وےاظےلئت )9
 تعلیی می gnisiarی  رےىیی لفیی ئرےکتے اتھےکامےکريتے،ے sevitcejbo اہنےجکىمت enimrednu یی يےکرے ک
اراشىهے،ےکنیی ىنٹیی ىهےاىشے ىوىهےہتے،ےاىشےاخراجج اتےکتے لئتے ىوىهے کیے،ےکاشىیج اشیے seitilauqeni اىشےجدےصچت tnemeveihca
ٹےہتے۔
ی
  کىےا ٹی
  : کامےکرتتے ہی وے gnissecca کى reirrab ٹراهسی  ىشثےبج ھیےہىے کتاےہتےکيےکسیےایی كےاہن )01
ھتے ہی وےکيےنيےٹراهسی  ىشثےہت srekeesboj رىےمہی وےستےی  انچ )11
  کىےجاصمےکريتےکاےکامےہتے۔ reirrab کہ
 کیےقیی نتےکتےٹراهسی  ىشثےہتےکسیےمسئليےی  رےمہی وےآةےکىمہی وےکہاےگیی اےہتےکيےاظے srekeesboj مہی وےستےایی كےج  اش )21
  ہتے۔ sweivretni
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ئتےرشخىا تےنہہی وےریےتىےایی كےخاغےطىشےی  رےکامےمہی وےگسشتيےیج اشيےمايے کیےىجج يےستے )31
ىانے ىوىهےکىےکتے ل
ج
ےستےایی كےج  اشےنىج
و
ی
مہ
وے۔
ی
ی داےہىے کھتے ہ
ی
ی 
ىشثےمسائمے
 
  ٹراهسی
  مہی وےاظےکتےآخریےی  رےیج اشيےمايے کیےىجج يےستےٹراهسی  ىشثےہتے۔مہی وےستےایی كےرظے ىوىهےمہی وے ىےانکنےعلاقىهےکىےرےةے کیے۔ے )41
رےہىے کتاےہتے۔ )51
ی
ےرىےرفعيےکتےطىشےی  رےاظےکاےجاصمےکريتےکتےکامىهےستےانے ىوىهےکتےیج غہ
و
ی
ىنلےلائسنسے ہ
ی
  نىعنرےافرارےزشائی
  : کتےکالجےکت gnippord ناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےہتےکىےٹیی کتےستےنىعنرےافرار )61
  لگايتےی  رےٹراهسی  ىشثےہتے۔ے073ے£مہی وےاىسطاے الےستےصرـےہفھتےے81ستے neetxis )71
وےاظےستےآ ئیے۔ے81ستےے61کیے اتے فیےصدےستے ytrof )81
ی
يےمہ
ج
   الےستےتچج ری
ھے فیےصدےستے )91
 
ىشثےہتے۔ے42ستےے61ج
 
جج يےستےمسائمےستےٹراهسی
نےکتےمىاقعے کیےى
ی
دےتعلی
ی
ی ننلےیی اےمسی
ج ھیےٹری
ی چج يےب
   الےستےیی يےنتی
وےآةےکى )02
ی
ىشثے،ےمہ
 
ج ىےی  رےی  یج لكےٹراهسی
ی اےکرے کتیےہتےشىانيےصچتےانے ىوىهےکتے لئتےج
  تالےہتےخاغےطىشےی  رےمشکمےاىشےمہی
 ہسی
  : stnemtnioppa
تاہنےتیی سے الےکتےمقایج لتےمہی وےایی كے فیےصدے ىوىهےکتےیج غہی رےکسیےگاصیےکىےمشکلاتےرشی  یی شے ہی وےانےکتےشا ھتےکىےانےکتےمقامیے )12
ی كےکريتےکتے لئتے
  تالے،ےٹ ی
  فیےصدے ىوىهے کیےایی كےگاصیےہتے۔ے71ہسی
یےمدرےاتے فیےصدے ىوىهےق )22
ج
ی وےہتےکيےىيےطب
یے،ےیی اےانےکتےیج سے کیےیج اتےنہہ
وےہىهےگتے،ےرےةے ک
ی
وےکيےىيےنہہ
ی
یی اهےکہھتے ہ
رےگاص
ی
ےیج غہ
وے۔
ی
ی داےہىے کھتے ہ
ی
ی 
ىشثےمسائمے
 
جج يےستےٹراهسی
ےگسشتيےیج اشيےمايے کیےى
و
ی
  مہ
  شیی ٹےمہی وےعامےہىتاےہتے۔ elbuod یی يےیج اتےہت )32
اظےکتےنتییچجتےمہی وے زکىهےی  رےہىيتےىالتےجارثاتےستےےیج یی ج  ىهےکتےکنےستےکنےستےکنےسىشمےکلاظے ہی وےانےمہی وےستےی  انچےمرتیج ي )42
ج لتےسىشمےکلاظےہتے۔
جج يےستےمقای
  کنےہىتاےہتےکيےىيےاظےیج اتےکاےہتےجج سے کیےى
مشکمےہىتاےہتے،ےٹ یی كےستےج  ھے فیےصدے ىوىهےکتے stekramrepus فیےصدے ىوىهےکتےیج غہی رےگاصیی اهےتلاعےکريتے کی neetxis )52
تے۔
یی
یھتےجج ائ
   اتھے اتھےلی
ھتے ہی وےاظےیج اتےی  رےاثرےی  زتاےہتےکيے ىوىهےکتےراشىهے کیےشمىلیی تےمہی وےاظےطردےکتےریی گرےےناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےبج ھی )62
کرے ک
ىهےستےہتے۔
ی
   رگرمی
وےملاقاتےکتےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانے،ے )72
ی
کتےیج اش ےمہی وےاىشے،ےمذہبج یے رگرمیی ىهے،ےىشضعےاىشےثقافتیے gnireetnulovجج هےمہ
ىهےکاےہتے۔
ی
   رگرمی
کىےی  تيےج  لتاےہتےکيےملاقاتےکتےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانےمشکمے کیےىجج يےستےےفیےصدے ىوىهےکتےیج غہی رےکسیےگاصی neethgie )82
ی كےستےآٹھے فیےصدےکتے لئتےگاصی
  ىشثے،ےٹ ی
  ہتے۔ srenwo ٹراهسی
حیےمراکسے )92
ی
ی وےآةےکىےتفری
ی تےستےکامےکريتےکاےامکانےمشکمےمہ
ثی
ی
ج ھیےرىےرفعيے کیےجی
یی اهےکتےعلاىيےب
رےگاص
ی
(ےفیےصدےے9)ے ىوىهےکتےیج غہ
اهے
ی
ری
ی
ئتے ات)ےاىشےلائہج ری
  ۔(ےفیےصدےےکتے ل
  تقریی یج اےمہی وےستےایی كےتہی هےگ رانىهے کیےضرىشتےنہہی وےہىایےجاصمےکريتے کیےایی كےگاصیےہتے۔ )03
ئتے ہی وے،ےلیی کهےاظےکتےٹریی يىهےی  رے،ے yliramirp انےکا )13
 ستےای  ىتےخاندانےىا ىهےاىشےرى تىهےاىش stfilی  رےج  لىتے کیےجاصمےکريتےکتے ل
  ہتے۔ sixat
  ہتے۔ syenruoj کت noitcarf ج  ھىٹتاظےی  رےعنمےہىتاےہتےجج ىے liar ائیی کلنلےاىش )23
هےطردےکت )33
ی
ےجج هےستےتہ
و
ی
ھےکرے کھتے ہ
 
ہتےکم
ج
کامے یی ک ىتے،ےصچتے کیے gnissecca کى sreirrab جج اے کتیےہتے۔ے ىوىهےکتے لئتے 
ىهےکا
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
 الےاىشےرى ریےکلی
ج
  : ریی کھےب
وے،ے : ytilibaliava تكےش ا ئیےاىش )43
ی
ھتےکيےاہنےمقاماتےی  رےمعقىلےمدتےمہ
وےکرے ک
ی
اىشےکىے ylbailerاظےستے ىوىهےکىےجاصمےنہہ
  ۔
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ٹےىشقےکتےاجاطيے،ے )53
ی
کتےی  یج لكےٹراهسی  ىشثےیی اےنيےقایج مےش ا ئیے ytilibailer ،ےاىش ycneuqerfیی يےہىے کتاےہتےاىشےاظےکىےناقصےنی
ی وےمدرےکتے لئتےہتے۔
  مہ
يىهےاىشےرظے فیےصدےستےے02صرـے )63
ی
  ىشاےکريتےکتے لئتےنئتفیےصدےستےٹری
قىانہی هےکتےتچتےاظے ytilibissecca کنےکرےیج سىهےکىےب
اشےجاصمےہتے۔
ی
  معذىشیےکتےتعصبےاختی
ىتےىالتےر ی ہا ایےعلاقىهےمہی وےیج غہی رےکسیےگاصیےستےخاغےطىشےی  رےجج سنےکتےمسائمےکىےضیی اريےج  لىتے کی )73
وےشہ
ی
 اظےکتےعلاىيے ىوىهےمہ
اےہتے،ےاىشےکنے ر secnatsid
ی
لناےیج ندےہىےگی
  ہتے۔ ycneuqerf ىظکىےیج ےستےم
نتے )83
ی
ی وے۔:ےقی
یےیی اےنقلىجنمےکتےعىامیےسشائعے ہ
تےسا ا
ی
ثی
ی
ھتےجی
وےکرے ک
ی
  اظےستے ىوىهےکىےنہہ
   الےہتے۔ neetfif کیےطرـےستےتقریی یج اےایی كےتہا ئیےکمیےکرناےمہی وےآخری nesir یج سےکتےاخراجج اتےمثلاےکراۓےيت )93
ىت ا ئیےکمیےکر )04
 
ی یج اےایی كےج
  ہتے۔ gnirotom ی  ر erutidnepxe ناےانےکتے لئتےہرےہفھتےگ ر ىےانکنےگ رانىهےکاےکاشےامداریےکامےکتےتقری
م hsitirb کى gnilliwnu  ىوىهے کیےضرىشتےہت : snoziroh hsitirb )14
ی
یی اےہىے کتاےہتے secnatsid اىقاتےیی ا yenruoj طىی
وے۔
ی
سےکر ایے ہ
ی
ئتےتجج ىی
ىشثےکتے ل
 
وےٹراهسی
ی
تےمہ
ی
ے،ےیی اےاهسی
و
ی
 کيےنيےٹر ٹےمہ
 
 tuptuO metsyS desaB-ecnatsiD .4.B
ىش ٹیےآفسےکتے۔ے )1
ی
  ىتےسىشمے کی
وےای
ی
 آةےانےستےجاصمےکرے کھتے ہ
ىشثے )2
 
وےہتے۔ےےsetubirtnocناقصےٹراهسی
ی
قىهےستےمہ
ی
یےاخراخےکىےرىےطری
ج
  ناج
ىتے،ے،ےصچتے کیےےsecnahc ىوىهے کیےضندگیےےecnahne رگرمیی ىهےتكےش ا ئیےہىےکيےےstcirtserاظےستے   ہلتے )3
ی ک 
ی ستےکامے ی
،ےجج ی
ىهےکاے۔ے
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
ی اءے،ےشای  نلے،ےاىشےرى ریےکلی
 الےک ايتے کیےاشی
ج
 ریی کھےب
وے،ے )4
ی
وےا تعنالےکری
ی
ےجج ه ہ
و
ی
ےستےامىاتےىاقعےہىایے ہ
ی
ی ىهےکتےج  الی
ىنٹی
ی
کرےےnoitalosiاىشےےnoitullopرى ریے،ےمچرىمےکنی
ی وےشہىتےىالتےمصرىـے زکىهےکتے
ی چج يےمہ
ےجج ےستےاظےکتےنتی
و
ی
 نسریی كےہتے۔ے کھتے ہ
  ناجج یےاخراخےکىے۔ےےsrotubirtnocایی سیے ہی وےجج هےکتےننہج رے )5
 ناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےممضےہتےانےمہی وےستےایی كےہتے۔ے )6
ہتےستے ىكے )7
ج
وےکر ےگاے۔ےےgnicneirepxe 
ی
ىشثےنہہ
 
سےناقصےٹراهسی
ی
ج یےاخراخےج  الی
  ناج
 مہی وےمىقعےتكےش ا ئیےہىے۔ےےgnitcirtserتاےہنے،ےناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےہىے کتاےہتےی  رے )8
ئتےکلیی دیےجکىمتےیی يےکرے )9
وےاظے ل
ی
ىیی لفیی ئرےکتے اتھےکامےکريتےکتےیج اش ےمہی وے،ےتعلیی میےاىشےےsevitcejbo enimrednu کھتے ہ
ئتےاخراجج اتےمہی وےستےافرارے،ےکاشىیج اشیےاراشىهے،ےاىشےےseitilauqeniجدےےtnemeveihca gnisiar
ہتے،ےاىشےصچتےکتے ل
ٹےہتے۔ے
ی
 جج ناعتىهےکتے ىوىهےکىےا ٹی
 :ےکامےکرتتے ہی وےےgnissecca reirrabکيےکسیےایی كےکىےننایی اهےٹراهسی  ىشثےبج ھیےہىے کتاےہتے )01
ھتے ہی وےکيےنيےٹراهسی  ىشثےےsrekeesbojرىےمہی وےستےی  انچے )11
 ممےش اےہتےکيےانےکاےکامےہتے۔ےےreirrabکہ
ئتےایی كےمسئليےےsrekeesbojج  اشےمہی وےستےایی كے )21
وےکمیےکريتےکتے ل
ی
نتےمہ
ی
  ىشثے کیےقی
اےہتےکيےٹراهسی
ی
ی وےکہاےگی
کىےےsweivretniمہ
 ہتے۔ےممےش اے
ىشثے کیے )31
 
وےٹراهسی
ی
ےریےتىےگسشتيےیج اشيےمايےمہ
و
ی
ج ىانے ىوىهےکىےایی كےخاغےطىشےی  رےکامےکتے لئتےرشخىا تےنہہ
ےستےایی كےنىج
و
ی
ج  اشےمہ
وے۔ے
ی
ی داےہىے کھتے ہ
ی
ی 
جج يےستےمسائمے
 ى
 مہی وے ىوىهےمہی وےستےایی كے ىےانکنےعلاقىهےرےةے کیےہتے۔ےگسشتيےی  رےیج اشيےمايےمہی وےٹراهسی  ىشثے کیےىجج يےستےہتے۔ےے01 )41
رےانے ىوىهےستےہتے۔ے )51
ی
ی ىنلےلائسنسےجاصمےکريتےکاےامکانےکتےطىشےی  رےرىےرفعيےکامىهےکتےیج غہ
وےزشائی
ی
 نىعنرےافرارے ہ
  08
 
 :ےکالجےکتےےgnippordناقصےٹراهسی  ىشثےہتےنىعنرےافرارےکىےٹیی کتے )61
ھتےمہی وےاىسطاےے81کیےےneetxis )71
 ایی كے الے کیےٹراهسی  ىشثےی  رےہتے۔ےے073ے£ الےستےامداریےکامےہف
يےکتے اتھےآ ئیے۔ےے81ستےے61یےصدےستےکیے اتےـےytrof )81
ج
ےاظےتچج ری
و
ی
  الےستےمہ
ھے فیےصدےستے )91
 
ىشثےکتے اتھےے42ستےے61ج
 
جج يےستےٹراهسی
شهےکتےمىاقعے کیےى
ی
یی جج ىکی
ی ننلےیی اےفررشےا
یی اريےہتےاظےکتےٹری
 الےستےض
 مسائمے کیےہتے۔ے
ئتےی  رےہتےجج ىےی  یج لكےٹراهسی  ىشثے،ےہسی  تا ىهےمہی وےآةےکىےخاغےطىشےی  رےمشکمےہتے،ےاىش )02
صچتےےانے ىوىهےکتے ل
اےکرے کتیےہتےےstnemtnioppa
ی
 :ےشىضگاشےمہی
تالے،ےکىے )12
 
ی وےانےکىےانےکتےمقامیےہسی
شے ہ
ی
ی
ی 
ی رےمشکلاتےرش
یےایی كےگاصیےيتےسفرےکتےیج غہ
یےایی كے فیےصدے ىوىهے ک
سے الے ک
ی
تاہنےتی
كے
ی
 فیےصدے ىوىهے کیےایی كےگاصیےکتے اتھے۔ےے71ٹ ی
وےہىهےك )22
ی
وےکيےىيےنہہ
ی
ی رےکہھتے ہ
یی اهےیج غہ
ج یےمدرےریی تاےہتےکيےىيےکتے لئتے اتے فیےصدے ىوىهے کیےگاص
ی وےآخےطب
وے،ےمہ
ی
یےیی اےنہہ
ے،ےرےةے ک
وے۔ے
ی
ی داےہىے کھتے ہ
ی
ی 
جج يےستےمسائمے
ىشثے کیےى
 
وےٹراهسی
ی
 گسشتيےیج اشيےمايےمہ
 ہتےاظےمہی وےشیی ٹےی  رےجج ًرلےہىتاےہتے۔ےےelbuod )32
یج یی ج  ىهےکتےضیی ریی وےستےسىشمےکلاظے ہی وےضیی اريےامکانےاظےیج اتےکاےی  انچےمرتیج يےاظےکتےنتییچجتےمہی وےانے ىوىهےستے زکىهےی  رےہىيتے )42
یےسىشمےکلاظےستےہتے۔ے
ٰ
ی لئتےاعل
وےکی
ی
 ىالتےجارثاتےمہ
ےتكےش ا ئیےکتےیج غہی رےتلاعےکرناےمشکمےہىتاےہتے،ےکتے اتھےٹ یی كےج  ھے فیےstekramrepusفیےصدے ىوىهے کیےگاصیی اهےےneetxis )52
یی اهےکتے اتھے۔ے
 صدے ىوىهے کیےگاص
ھتے ہی وےاظےیج اتےی  رےاثرےی  زتاےہتےکيے ىوىهےکتےراشىهے کیےشمىلیی تےایی كےمہی وےاظےطردےکتےریی گرے )62
ج ھیےکرے ک
ىشثےب
 
ناقصےٹراهسی
ىهےکاے۔ے
ی
  رگرمی
وےملاقاتےکتے )72
ی
،ےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانےکتےیج اش ےمہی وےاىشے رگرمیی ىهے،ےمذہبج یے،ےثقافتیے رگرمیی ىهےاىشےےgnireetnulovجج هےمہ
وے۔ےى
ی
 شضعے ہ
ىشثےےneethgie )82
 
جج يےستےمشکمےٹراهسی
ی رےکسیےگاصیےکتے اتھےملاقاتےکتےرى تىهےاىشےخاندانے کیےى
یےصدے ىوىهے کیےتلاعےیج غہ
ف
ی كےآٹھے فیےصدےکتے لئتے
 گاصیےہتے۔ےےsrenwo،ےکتے اتھےٹ ی
وےآةےکى )92
ی
حیےمراکسےمہ
ی
ی ستےرىےرفعيےہىيتےکاےامکانےمشکمےتفری
ی ستےجج ی
ی وےجج ی
ج ھیےہىتتے ہ
رےب
ی
یی اهےکتےیج غہ
فیےصدےاىشےے9)ےے ىكےگاص
اهے
ی
ری
ی
یےصدے(ے)ےلائہج ری
 ۔ے(ےکتے لئتے اتے ف
 تقریی یج اےتہی هےگ رانىهےمہی وےستےایی كے کیےضرىشتےنہہی وےہىایےکسیےگاصیےتكےش ا ئیےہىے۔ے )03
یے ہی وے،ےلیی کهےٹریی يىهےی  رے،ےےyliramirpىيے )13
ھ
ج
 رى يےجاصمےکريتےکتےب
ج
ىتےی  رےب
ی دلےج  ل
ی
ی 
 ہتے۔ےےsixatآی  کیےفیی نلیےاىشےرى تىهےاىشےےstfil
ئتےمنکهےہتے۔ےےsyenruoj noitcarfآنےایی كےہتےجج ىےج  ھىٹتےےliarائیی کلنلےاىشے )23
 انےکتے ل
هےطردےکتےے9 )33
ی
وےتہ
ی
 الےاىشےرى ریےےgnissecca sreirrab۔ے ىوىهےکاے امناےہىےکرے کھتے ہ
ج
ىتے،ے،ےصچتے کیےریی کھےب
ی ک 
کىےکامے ی
ىهےکاے
ی
دیے رگرمی
ی
 :ےکلی
 کىے۔ےےylbailerىلےمدتےمہی وےاہنےمقاماتے،ےاىشےاظےستے ىوىهےکىےمعق:ےےytilibaliavaتكےش ا ئیےجاصمےنہہی وےکرے کھتےاىشے )43
ٹےىشقے،ے )53
ی
یی اےنيےسہىلتہی وےےytilibailer،ےاىشےی  یج لكےٹراهسی  ىشثےکتےےycneuqerfہىے کتاےہتےکيےاظےکىےک اےکتےاجاطيےناقصےنی
 قایج مےش ا ئیےہتے۔ے
ئتےقىاےytilibisseccaفیےصدےستےکنےرظے فیےصدےستےٹریی يىهےاىشےیج سىهےکىےب  ىشاےکريتےکتے لئتےے02صرـے )63
ی هےکتےتچتےتعصبےن
نہ
وے۔ے
ی
شےآ ایے ہ
ی
ی
ی 
ی وےمشکلاتے
کٹےمہ
یی
 ا
  18
 
دلے )73
ی
ی
ی 
ےجج سنےکىے
و
ی
ےخاغےطىشےی  رےمسائمےکاے امناےہىےکسیےگاصیےمہ
ر
ی
ىتےىالتے ىوىهےکتےیج غہ
وےشہ
ی
ہا ایےعلاقىهےمہ
ی
اظےکتےعلاىيےر 
ىتےکتےیج عدے
  رىظےہتے۔ےےycneuqerfکىےیج ےستےملناےیج ندےہىےگیی اےہتے،ےاىشےکنےےsecnatsidج  ل
نتے )83
ی
ی وے۔ےےاظےستے ىوىهےکى:ےقی
ی وےکرے کھتے ہ
ىشثےنہہ
 
ی تےیی اےی  یج لكےٹراهسی
ثی
ی
 سا ایےجی
ہتے ہی وے۔ےےneetfifيتےتقریی یج اےایی كےتہا ئیےکمیےکرناےمہی وےےnesirیج سےکتےاخراجج اتےمثلاےکراۓے کیےطرـےستے )93
 گسشتيے ا ىهےستےج  مےش
ىت ا ئیےکمیےکرناےانےکتےخاندانےکتےہفتيے )04
 
ی یج اےایی كےج
 erutidnepxe ىےانکنےگ رانىهےکاےامداریےگاصیےکتےا تعنالےستےتقری
 ی  رےہتے۔ےےgnirotom
مےےgnilliwnu hsitirb ىوىهے کیےضرىشتےہتے:ےےsnoziroh hsitirb )14
ی
یی اےہىے کتاےہتےکيےےsecnatsidیی اےاىقاتےےyenruojکىےطىی
وے۔
ی
ىشثےکتے اتھے ہ
 
تے،ےٹراهسی
ی
ےنيےٹر ٹے،ےیی اےاهسی
و
ی
 مہ
 
 tuptuO metsyS noitamrofsnarT .5.B
ھتےکرےجاصمےستےانےہیےستےآفسے کیی ىش ٹیےسىشمےای  ىتےکىےآة )1
وےے ک
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ىشثےناقص )2
 
قىهےرىےٹراهسی
ی
یےستےطری
ج
  ۔ setubirtnoc کىےاخراخے ناج
ىتےکامےی  رےطىشےکتےمثالے، ecnahne کتے ىوىهےضندگیےامکاناتےکيےہىاےیی يےمطلبےےکاے رگرمیی ىهےکیےاظے   ہلتےستے ب )3
ی ک 
ے،ے ی
ج الےریی کھےکیےصچت
اءےکیےک ايتے،ےب
ی
ی دیےرى ریےاىشے،ےشای  نلےکیےاشی
ىهےکلی
ی
  ۔ stcirtser ش ا ئیےتكے رگرمی
ىهےمچرىمے،ےرى ری )4
ی
ىنٹی
ی
وےےکنی
ی
وےے ہ
ی
ےےجج ه ہ
ر
ی
وےےہىایےىاقعےامىات nairtsedep تكےجدےمتنا بےغہ
ی
 اىش noitullopے،ے ہ
ى noitalosi
ج
ی ساےی  اظےکتے زکىهےمصرىـےج
نٹرےےای
ی
ہتےستےہتے کتاےہىےستےضندگیے ی
ج
  ۔ےہتےکنے 
  ۔ےہتےننہج رےےکا srotubirtnoc کىےاخراخے ناجج یےستےىجج يےکیےاظ )5
ىشثےناقص )6
 
وےےانےٹراهسی
ی
  ۔ےہتےایی كےصرـےستےمہ
ہت )7
ج
یے ىكےستے 
ج
ىشثےناقص gnicneirepxe اخراخے ناج
 
ہتےستےٹراهسی
ج
وےےاثرےکنے 
ی
  ۔ےگاےی  زےےنہہ
ىشثےناقصےکيےہتے کتاےہىے،ےتاہن )8
 
وے gnitcirtser ش ا ئیےتكےمىقعيےٹراهسی
ی
ارےاہنےمہ
ی
ی اےی  رےیج نی
  ۔ےہتے کتاےجج اےکی
ےےیج اشےےکتے ج ہیج ىرےکیےکريتےکامے،ےگیےکرےےیج لند seitilauqeni صچتےتكےجدےاىش tnemeveihca تعلیی میےلئتےاظ )9
و
ی
ےاہنےمہ
ےکتےا ٹیی ٹےکىے ىوىهےاىشےجج ناعتىهے،ےاراشىهےکاشىیج اشیے،ےانفراریےاىشے،ےہتے کتیےہىےبج ھی enimrednu sevitcejbo جکىمت
ےےاخراجج اتےلئت
و
ی
  ۔ےہتےملیےمدرےمہ
ىشث )01
 
  :  ہی وےے کتیےجج ا reirrab ننایی اهےکا gnissecca کامےٹراهسی
وےےرظ )11
ی
ےہت reirrab ایی كےمہی وےےیج اشےےکتےکريتےجاصمےملاضمتےنيےکتےٹراهسی  ىشثےکيے ہی وےےکہھتےرى srekeesboj ی  انچےستےمہ
  ۔
ئتےکتےکريتےب  ىشاےخرج  يےکاےٹراهسی  ىشثےکيےہتےکہناےکاےایی كےستےمہی وے srekeesboj ج  اش )21
ليےایی كےل
ےش اےممےکى sweivretni مسئ
  ۔ےہت
ئتےکتےمہی وےےمايےیج اشيےگسشتيےاىشے ہی وےےمسائمےکتےٹراهسی  ىشثےستےىجج يےکیےکامےخاغےکىئیےکیےایی كےستےمہی وےےنىجج ىانىهےج  اش )31
ےل
وےےرشخىا ت
ی
  ۔ےہتےہىایےنہہ
ےمسسےرىشانےکتےمايےیج اشيےی  رےگسشتيےٹراهسی  ىشثےستےىجج يےکیےکامےایی كےستےمہی وےےافرارےرظےمہی وےےعلاقىهےکتےیج چرانےىالتےتنخىايےکن )41
  ۔ےہت
ىنل )51
ی
ىانے اتھےکتےلائسنسےزشائی
ج
  ھیے ىكےنىج
ی ستےطردےاج
ئتےکتےکامىهےجج ی
رےےستےانےل
ی
یےجاصمےیج غہ
وےےہىا
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ىشثےناقص )61
 
ىانىهےکتےٹراهسی
ج
ی قےایی كےگئیےکیےکىےنىج
  : ہتےلنکڈ gnippord کتےکالجےیج عدےکتےتحقی
  28
 
وےےعنرےکیے الےکی۔ے 81 neetxis )71
ی
  ۔ے ہی وےےکرتتےصرـےمہی وےےٹراهسی  ىشثےکیے الےایی كے073ے£ےی  رےاىسطاےمہ
يےکاےعنرےکیے الےکی۔ےے81ے اتےکی ytrof صدےفیےکیے الے61ےعنر )81
ج
ئتےکتےرشىاشیےتچج ری
نتےکیےاظےل
ی
ی وےےقی
ےےمیج تلاےمہ
و
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ھ )91
 
ےکاےکريتےمسیی دےیی اےٹریی ننلےتعلیی نےجج انبےکیےمسائمے اتھےکتےٹراهسی  ىشثےستےىجج يےکیےشىکىتےستے الے42ےستےصدےفیےکیے الےج
  ۔ےہتےشک تیےاشاري
ى )02
ج
تے ىكےج
یی
ی سیےىيےکيےکىج  اہئ
  ىشثےی  یج لكےای
  تا ىهے،ےی  رےٹراهسی
یےصچتےنيےشىانيےاىشے،ےہتےمشکمےی  رےطىشےخاغےش اےممےکىےہسی
ےک
ی وےے کھتےہىےلاجقےملاقاتىه
ےےیج اشےےکت:ےے ہ
و
ی
  مہ
ئتےکتےہسی  تالےمقامیےکتےانےبج ھیےمشکلاتےمیج ویےی  ر ytriht صدےفیےکتے ىوىهےیج غہی رےےکتےکاشےایی ك )12
كے،ےہتےشہیےکرےکامےل
ی
ےستےٹ ی
یے ىكےکتےقسنےہرے اتھےکتےکاشےایی ك
  ۔ے ہی وےےکرتتےسفرےشا ھتےکتےکريتے71ےصدےف
ىه )22
ی
رےےکتےگاصب
ی
یےکتے ىوىهےیج غہ
ی وےےکہھتے اتےکنےستےصدےف
جج يےکیےہىيتےنيےىقتےىيےکيے ہ
ىشثےستےى
 
وےےمسائمےکتےٹراهسی
ی
ےاىشے ہ
ج یےضائدےستےمايےیج اشيےگسشتي
سسے،ےیی اےکريتےطلبےےمدرےطب
ی اےہىےنيےشىانيے،ےیج زھىتےم
  ۔ےہتےگی
وےےاظ )32
ی
ےےآیج اریےعامےمہ
و
ی
  ۔ elbuod ہتےشردےمہ
وےکتےاظ )42
ی
یی ری
یےض
ج
  ىهےطیج قيے ناج
ج
ی
یی اريےمرتیج يےی  انچےکىےیج ی
ےےجارثاتےىالتےہىيتےی  رے زکىهےکيےہتےکاےیج اتےاظےامکانےض
و
ی
ےکتےمہ
ج لت
وےےمقای
ی
یےمہ
ج
ےےىالتےمريتےستے ىوىهےانےطیج قيے ناج
و
ی
وےےشہتےکرےکامےمہ
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ىه )52
ی
رےےکتےگاصب
ی
یےکتے ىوىهےیج غہ
رے neetxis صدےف
 
ٹے ہ
ی
ئتےکتےہتےجج اتاےہىےمشکمے،ےش ا ئیےتكےماشکی
كےل
ی
ی ىهےستےٹ ی
ے اتھےکتےگاصب
ھےکنےستےصدےفیے ىكےکتےقسنےہر
 
وےےج
ی
ےےمیج تلاےمہ
و
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ىشثےناقص )62
 
ی ىهےریی گرےعلاىيےکتےٹراهسی
ےےیج اشےےکتے رگرمی
و
ی
تےکیےراشىهےکتے ىوىهےمہ
ی
ج ھیےکىےشمىلی
  ۔ےہتے کتیےکرےمتاثرےب
ہتےکرےبج الےریی کھ gnireetnulov اىش )72
وےےش
ی
ےےجج سے،ے ہ
و
ی
ی gniees خاندانےاىشےرى تىهےمہ
ج
ی ىهےمذہب
ےثقافتیےاىشےىشضعے،ے رگرمی
ىه
ی
ی اےانتظامےکاے رگرمی
  ۔ےہتے کتاےجج اےکی
ے،ےہتےمشکمےکرناےٹراهسی  ىشثےستےىجج يےکیےخاندانےاىشےرى تىه gniees تلاع neethgie صدےفیےکتے ىوىهےیج غہی رےےکتےکاشےایی ك )82
ك
ی
ی وےےآٹھےکنےستےصدےفیےلئتےکتےسا ایےکاشےستےٹ ی
ےےمیج تلاےمہ
و
ی
  ۔ے ہ
ىه )92
ی
رےےکتےگاصب
ی
یے ىكےیج غہ
ھ
ج
  ھیےب
ی داےتاثرےیی يےستےطردےاج
ی
ی 
ہتےامکانےکاےاظےکيےہتےہىتاے
ج
یےمشکمےیی يےلئتےکتےآةےہتےکنے 
ح
ی
ےمراکسےتفری
اهےاىش(ےے9ےصدےفی)ے
ی
ری
ی
ی)ےےلائہج ری
  ۔ےہتےش اےممےکى(ےے اتےکنےستےصدےف
هے )03
ی
وےےگ رانىهےتہ
ی
ی یج اےمہ
ےےتىےہتےگاصیےایی كےایی كےتقری
و
ی
  ۔ےکرتاےنہہ
یےمہی وےےیج اشےےکتےجکىمتےمہی وےےٹریی يىهے، stfil ستےرى تىهےاىشےىا ىهےخاندانےای  ىتےاىش sixat ىي )13
ھ
ج
ی کهےملتےب
 yliramirp ىيےلی
دل
ی
ی
ی 
ج ھیےممے
ےےیج اشےےکتےکريتےگررعےب
و
ی
یےوظرےمدےیج اتےمہ
  ۔ےشکھ
ویےيت liar اىش gnilcyc )23
ی 
  ۔ے ہی وےےکرتت noitcarf مختصرےایی كےکا syenruoj ا
ىتےکام gnissecca  ىك:ےے رگرمیی ىهےکلیی دیےرى ریےاىشےبج الےریی کھےکیےصچتے،۔ے 9 )33
ی ک 
ےقسنہی وےےتہی هےےکی sreirrab لئتےکتے ی
  ہتے کتاےہىے امناےکا
ابےاىشےش ا ئی )43
ی
ی وےےمدتےمعقىلےکىے ىوىه:ے۔ےےہىناےر تی
وےےجاصمے اتھےکتےاىش ylbailer تىےکىےعلاقىهےاہنےمہ
ی
ی وےے کھتےکرےنہہ
  ۔ے ہ
ےىا لیےجج ايتےکیےمہیی اےسہىلتہی وےےکیےش ائ ےیی ا ytilibailer کتےٹراهسی  ىشثےی  یج لكےاىشے، ycneuqerfے،ےاجاطيےکتےىشقےنیی ٹےناقصےیی ي )53
اےرىشانےکتےکريتےني
ی
  ۔ےہتے کتاےجج اےکی
يىه )63
ی
وےےٹری
ی
ئتےتچتےکتےایی کٹےتعصبےکتےمعذىشیےکىے01ےصدےفیےکیےیج سىهےاىشے02ےصرـےصدےفیےکیےجکىمتےمہ
 ن
هےےان ytilibissecca
ی
  ۔ےہتےہىایےاللےاللےکتےقىانہ
وےے ىوىهےعلاىيےکتےاظ )73
ی
وےےعلاقىهےاندشىىیےکت larur مہ
ی
ےےکتےکاشےایی كےمہ
ر
ی
ئتےکتےىالتےگساشيتےضندگیےیج غہ
ےجج سےہتےشہیےکرےکامےل
ی دلےیج عدےکت
ی
ی 
  ۔ےہىے امناےکاےمسائمے،ےی  رےطىشےخاغ ycneuqerf  رىظےتنخىايےکنےاىشے،ےگیی اےہىےیج ندےملناےستےیجس secnatsid 
  38
 
نت )83
ی
ج لكےیی اےسا ای(ے:ےےقی
ی
  ىشثےی 
وےےٹراهسی
ی
ےےیج رراشتےقىتےمہ
و
ی
ی وےے کھتےکرےنہہ
  ۔ے ہ
میےتہا ئیےایی كےتقریی یج اےمہی وےے ا ىه neetfif گسشتيےکراۓےمثلاےاخراجج اتےیجس )93
اےہىےک
ی
  ۔ےہتےگی
ىتےیج اتےیی يےکیی اےکيےکتےگ رانىهےآمدىیےىالتےتنخىايےکن )04
ےکت erutidnepxe گ ریی لىےىاشےہفتيےای  ىتےی  ر gnirotom کاشےکيےہتےآ ئیے ام
ی یج ا
یےایی كےتقری
ىت ا ئ
 
وےےکرتتےصرـےج
ی
  ۔ے ہ
مے ىك : snoziroh سفر )14
ی
ےمہی وےےیج اشےےکتےکامےیی اے،ے ہی وےےہىهےج  اہھتےزالناےنيے اتھےکىےسفرےکت secnatsid یی اےاىقات yenruoj طىی
وےفراہنےمعلىمات
ی
۔ےےہتے کتاےہىےنيےٹر ٹے رى سےٹراهسی  ىشثےست ytirailimaf یی اے،ےگتےکری
 ے
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